Dreil Scott decision, and the Constitutional right of the slaveholder to cany
h slaves into the territories -these they

lcgard
P. Willi* says of the poem annexed
«'It!s addressed to an idolized child, by its
pet name, and though beautiful throughout,
it has some two or three passages, of very rare
originality. The writer of it t as I learn from
was I
a letter of a lady who enclosed it to me)
who, by the labor of her ow n
a factory girl,
hands, secured the money for her educaTr.***—Ten copic*, $10,00;
tion, and she is now 24 years of age, and sup
pen.—
porting herself by variousbe uses of her
am
I
to
famous,
very
She (Josie H.) is yet
Thus run the verses:]
will be etrlcty adhered l*.
sure.

[N.

racy

eaegge—
one

copy when 1

4
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Winsome baby Bunn!
than the stars that rise

Ti«w-
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“
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In the dusky evening skies.
Browner than the robin’s w ing,
Clearer than a woodland spring,
Aro the eyes of baby Bunn
Wimome baby Bunn !

in Oeeiis, not

Dears;
»

in

tforogljts,
**

not

Breads."
’

an hour past midnight, when
I thus lay with open eyes gazing on
the eternal beauty of night, I became
conscious of a deep murmuring sound,
like that of a rising wind, I look at
the trees; every branch was unmoved—
yet the sound was increased, until the
air of the lonely dell seemed to vibrate
with its burden. A strange feeling ot
awe and
expectancy took possession of
me.
Not a dead leaf stirred on the
boughs; while the mighty song—a
choral hymn,sung by ten thousand voices
—swept down over the hills, and rolled
away like retreating thunder over the
plain. It was no longer the roar of the
| wind. As in the wandering prelude of
an organ melody, note trod upon note
; with slow, majestic footsteps, until they
gathered to a theme, and then came the
words, simultaneously chanted by an
immeasurable host :—Virant terrastrie.
The air was filled with the tremendous
sound, which seemed to sweep near the
surface of the earth, in powerful waves,

erlids and sheets into the space between even by dogs, at this season. A few
the mattress and bedstead. Meanwhile small bells placed upon the necks of
j
I lay perfectly still, in a passive state of, several of the flock will usually help
and
wonder.
surprise
protect them. Give .salt each week.
When, however, the gentle ministry ! Sugar Cane—Sow in drills, or broadceased and I again caught the rustle of j cast for cattle and hog feed, both green
the trailing dress on the carpet, I sprang and cured.
Keep the early crops for
bolt upright in bed, and peered into the manufacturing well eulti-ated.
gloom, in hope of seeing the figure.—
Timber, for fenciug or building of any
But the room was a gulf of darkness, kind, is much more durable when cut iu
except the bit of window not covered by Suly and August than in the winter seathe cedars; and by this time the rustle son.
This is particularly the case with
had reached the dressing-room door.
the hard wood kinds abounding in sap.
In a few seconds more, it had passed This sap is now parted with fts
watery
away completely; and after exhausting portions, and is forming an outer layor
myself in speculations as to the character of new wood.
of the visit, I slept.
On mentioning
Tools—K^ep the scythes and mowing
the incident at breakfast, I found that machine knives sharp, and the bearings
none of the guests had been disturbed;
well oiled.
In short, havo all tools,
1
nor could I learn that
anything of the machines, ami farm goar in prim order,
kind had previously happened in the! llepairs can be made during rainy days.
; house, although one gentleman affirmed
Turnips—Sow for full crop and even.
that the old mansion which was pulled ; Newly plowed rich soil is best.
down by Lord T-, before building I
Wheat—I)o not delay the cutting a
the present one, h id the reputation of! sing e day afier it is
sufficiently ripe.—
without echo or reverberation.
A storm may beat itdownand materially
being haunted.—N. Y. Mercury.
far
tho
overhead, in
Suddenly,
depths
injure it. Cut, dry, hind, and “stook”
of the sky, *ang a single, clear, piercing
[CT* A lady tells this story: I have! it up as fist as possible.
voice of unnatural sweetness.
Beyond been out in Indiana on a visit, while I Young Stock Give them especial care
the reach of human organs,or any human there I
found a kitten, which I bought! at this seisin. A calf or colt whoso
instrument, its keen alto pierced the and
brought home as a plaything for my growth is chocked now seldom does as
firmament like a straight white line of two
children. To prevent any dispute well afterwards.
electric fire. As it shot downward, about the
ownership of puss, I proposI
gathering in force, the vast terrestrial ed, and it was agreed, that the head of
The Orchard and ,\usury.
chorus gradually dispersed into silence, the
kitten should be the baby’s, and EdFruit
growers are now rejoicing over
and only that one unearthly sound redy, the eldest—but only throe years some of the earlier fruits, with a fair
mained. It verberated slowly into the —should be the
sole j ropi ietor of the
of a good yield of later kinds
fragment of a melody, unlike any which long and beautiful tail. Kddv rather prospect
l'his is the more welcome from having
had ever reached my ears—a long undulaobjected at first to this division, as put- 1 had a short supply for several years past.
ting cry of victory and of joy; while ting him off with an
extremely small i The most important work in the orchard
the
words
ITrril Calum
were
share of the animal, but soon became I for this month is
pruning.
repeated more and more faintly, as the rec< neiled to the division, and quite I
Budding also comes in for a large
voice slowly withdrew,
like a failing
proui of his ownership in the graceful share of the tree grower's time. Plum
beam of sunset, into the abysses of the terminous of
the kitten.
One day, soon
cherry, and pear stocks will he ready for
stars.
Then all was siient in the dell, after, I heard
poor puss making a dread- she operation by the middle of July—
us before.
and
I
out
to
:
called
ful mewing,
Eddy even earlier in some localities.
It is impossible to describe the im- ••'1 here,
my son, you are hurting my part I
Cherries—The late varieties arc now s
pression produced by this wonderful of the kitten ; I heard h r cry.” 4,Xo
ready for picking and marketing, drying I
I slept no more that night: I
visitation.
didn’t, mother; ( trod on my part ir putting up in cans and bottles. A j
an 1
for days afterward, the piercing and
your part huUtredV'
of the bottled fruit will not
go rtl

Sinile. mother, smile!
the while
Of a tender, blissful day,
the
dark
When
eyes so like these
Of the cherub bn your knees.
Stole your girlish heart aw ay.
Oh ! the eyes of baby Bunn !
Rarest mischief they will do,
When once old enough to steal
What their father’s stole from you \
smile!

Winsome baby Bunn !
Milk-white lilies half unrolled,
Set in calyces of gold,
Cannot match his forehead fair.
With it* rings of yellow hair !

berry cleft in twain
wedge of pearly grain.

Scarlet

By

a

In the mouth of baby Bunn !
Winsome baby Bunn!

Weep, mother, weep!
For the little one asleep
With hi* head against your breast!
Never in the coming year*,
Though he seek for it with tears,
Will he find so swe.-t a rest.
Oh, the brow of baby Bunn !
Oh, the scarlet mouth of Bunn
One must wear ita crown of thorns,
I>rink it cup of gall must one'
Though the trembling lip* shall shrink;
White with anguish as they drink.
And the temple sweat with pain
Drops of blood like pur, le ram;

(

nr

wtaMiib.

Annnrravo

A

n,.nr I. 19

On*

11...»

aounr*

Weep, mother, weep!

—

l*ray, mother, pray
Feet like these may loose the way.
Wandering blindly from the rigid.
Pray, and sometime will your prayers
lie to him lik»* golden stars
Built through darkness into light.
Oh ! the dimpled feet of Bunn !
In their silken stock ins dressed
Oh ! the dainty hands of Bunn !
Hid like rose-leaves in your breast !
These will grn-*pnt jewels rare.
Hutto And them empty air;
Those shall falter many a day.
Bruised and bleeding by the wav,
Kar they reach the land of rest'
Pray, mother, pray
Josie II-,
■■
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Mysterious Incidents.
BY BAYARD TAILOR.

matter-of-fact
men talk as »hey may.there is a lingering
belief in the possibility of occasional
communication between the natural anti
supernatural—the visible and the invisible world—inherent in human nature.—
There arc few persons whose lives do
not contain at least some few occurrences
which are incapable of being satisfactorily
explained by any known laws—remarkable
presentments, coincidences, and
sometimes apparitions even, which seem
to be beyond the reach of accident or
chance, and overcome us with a special
wonder.
An undoubted instance of this kind
happened to me while in California, in
November, 1810. Starting from Sacra-

skeptical,

of that skyey voice rung
through my brain. Walking Broadway,
years afterwards, the memory of it has
flashed across my min 1, as sharp and
sudden as a streak of lightning; and if it
now returns more faintly and less freTho Farm.
quently than before, its wi rd and superI
natuiul character remains the same.
Ji i.v oft *r.s litLlo leisure to tlie firmer, ;
was undeniably awake at the time,
and who must ho
“unking hay while the sun
could recall neither fact or refl *cti »:i,nor shines.” The hav and 1:1:1m fields re-

Hgrinilturiil.

JUisrrllnitfous.

Let

bard,

i.mcy oi a nature to suggest me souuus mind him that bo must push on his liarwiine me
Uaoit.iiio-t.
uua
hat I was fatigued, raiutMu'l, alone m
......j, |
the wilderness, awed by the s >lrmn:ty patches are still to bo manured, plowed
These will afford sufficitnt!
and silence of the night—perhaps even and sown.
more that l suspected—and mv imagin- employment
during fair weather, and I
ation, acting iuvoluutarily an 1 uncon- tlie work-shop,ham, stables and tnauuiescious to myself, produced the illusion. I cellars or sheds, should be provided with
(Jaro will be
I have often observed that complete re- work for rainy days.
is needful, during this very hot weather,
pose of the body, after great fatigue,
accompanied when continued to a cer- not to overheat tho system, and moderatain time—with a corresponding repose tion aud temperance are requisite in
of volition, a passive condition of the eating and drinking.
Farmers, and
mind highly favorable to the independent particularly firmers’ boys, arc accu toinaction of the imagination.
Then,if ever, 'ed to bathe frequently during tins season.
fit state to hear—
are we in a
They should not go from the hay fields
•The airy tongue* that syllable men’s names. and plunge into a cool stream while
On sands and shores, and desert wilderness.’ enervated by hard w irk, and
—

dripping

Ho.v with perspiration. Morning is the best
far time for bathing.
dors one faculty
Many of the directions of last month
beyond our conscious knowledge, as to
astound us with the most unexpected are applicable to the first weeks of July.
? Why should it speak in the Head them again and attend to any of
mento on horseback, for a journey to the images
did it compose tho operations not yet completed.
Mokclumnc and the American Fork, I Latin tongue ? How
I! irk of Hemlock and Oak will “run-’
music—which would he just as impossiwas detained three days at a lonly ranche
during most of July, and may be peeled
violent I hie for in as to write a Salient poem ?
near the Cosumne River by a
There is another interesting fact eon- lor tanners, at any leisure time during
On the fourth morning
storm of rain.
1’de up the former peelWhen day- j dull weather.
nccted
with this adventure.
1
saddle
the clouds broke away.
l,sw.tm
and ings.
the river, and took a faint trail leading break came, I saddled my marc;
Buckwheat—Sow just before or after
aid of the blaze l trees, resume 1
over the
plains, intending to nuke with the
It a rain if possible.
llick's Ranche,twenty-four miles distant, the bee-lino of the previous day.
..killVow.wl.,
was no easy matter to follow it,
Buildings, Yards, Are.,—Keep everyup and
about them clean and neat
down
the precipitous hill; but I had n t thing
the
I
lost
trail,which
however,
Very soon,
w,i« Leave nothing to ferment and breed disan hour before my course
the
out
washed
proceeded
had been completely
by
C'hloiide of lime, or copperas
tho very rauchc t*> which 1 tempers.
rain.
Riding at hazard towards the blocked by
My blind animal instinct dissolved in water, will fix the noxious
mountain, a sadden blind instinct which was bound !
ovei
gases escaping Horn the privy and sink1 never felt before and cannot intelligi- had guided mo for twtnty miles,
and hit the target exact!} drain, or spout.
me to strike a bee hill and plain,
describe—told
bly
Cabbages—The late crop may be !
line in a certain direction. I therefore in the centre,
of a m >re d < .d J planted, am mg early potatoes, peas or
incident
more
Or.e
distant
the
snowy
took my bearings by
character closes the list of experiences. olh.-r crops ready t > harvest.
peaks, and rode slowly on—my mare
Corn for soiling may lie dialled in or,
last visit to London,l accepter
sinking to her knees at every step in the During my
sown broadcast,
it will firm a good
to pass two or three du\?
loose, saturated soil. It was during this an invitation
succession with earlier plantings.
1 Hiea tine estate
ride that ! came upon four grizzly bears with a banker, who occupies
Thames near Windsor. Tht ing and wee ling miy still be needful
a little grove of oaks.— ion the
in
acorns
eating
at of two i house—which was a palace in its extent iamong the cirly plantings.
Our interview was like
Fences should not bo overlooked in
the character of its appointments
Englishmen in the desert; a momentary and
the press of work.
was built by a former Karl of Tpause—a long stare—and each hurries
L -r
who ruined himself in erecting it.
Haying is the import int work of July
to get out of the sight of the other
but with a good mowing machine on
a noble path,stretch
To be candid, I did not dcsiro an intro dens, graperies.and
ing t long the bank of the 1 li inns, c >m smooth grotto I,a boy and team of horses
Unction.
love
can
perform the heavest labor, and do it
that
alow
night plcted the attractions of one of the
1 made such
progress
When th< at the proper time, neither too early nor
best places in England.
came on as 1 was entering the foot-hills.
I was conduetci too late, or when wet with dews and
1 had kept my bee-line faithfully all day; hour for rest arrived,
toward the towcre< rains. L'se the h iv caps when necessary,
«nd when I halted at dusk in a little to a chamber looking
of magnificent and do not burn the hay up with a hut
wooded dell, blazed two trees so that I entrance, and a group
Th- sun.
in the morn- cedars of Lebanon, on the lawn.
directiou
the
resume
might
was misty and in ronless—so that
Hoeing will be a secondary operation
hoi
night
of
the
marc
length
ing. Giving my
1 had exstinguished my candle, this month, but the cultivator or horse- 1
lasso, that she might crop the shrubs— alter
in a most conipleti hoe should he nn through the corn in
as
j
thcro aval no grass to he had—I the room remained
the morning while dew is on the grass
built up a large bonfire of dead limbs, darkness.
bed
to
and
went
I
when
grain.
It was midnight
and sat down beside it on a fallen tree.
until some
Manures—Attend teas list month.
There avas no moon; but the stars and I had slept I suppose,
1
when
or
Millet
two or three,
'•Hungarian Grass’’ may
twinkled clearly through the bar branch- where between
be sown ior a successive soiling 1
to my surprise
still
anil
awoke,
ou
suddenly
reach1 had depended
es overhead.
found that my candle was still burn ng crop.
ing the ranche, and avas therefore withOuts will require cutting.
first idea was that 1 had forgotten ti
They
out provisions.
My sapper consisted of My
it.
Closing my eyes whili should got be allowed to bccomo overa cigar and some rain water.which l had extinguish
this questiou in my wind, 1 ripe.
gathered in a hollow. What a comlurl revolving
1‘astures—See that the glass is sulTithem again upon a room dar ken
a
limia
fire
!
I
opened
is
in
thcro
might give
the uncurtaiuec cient for the grazing stock.
A scant
ed
as
before.
Through
sensations—lost,
ting picture of my
feed now will soon be seen in a diminishsaw the dim tops of the cedar:
alone, and famishing— which my pccuui- window, 1
rising against a misty November sky.— ed supply of milk, and slow growth of
ous reader avould shudder at, behind hi;
detected a sligh young stock.
But it avould not be true At the samo time I
lobster salad.
us it some one wai
Poultry require the same treatment as
1 felt as cozy and comfortable as if be- noise at the door,
-But as th< last month.
to enter.
oakcr
in
the
trying
cautiously
own
wide
fore my
fircplnco
was in vair
Potatoes—Early crops will ho ready
chamber 'not built yet.) and the starry key was turned, the attempt
noise a
for harvesting and marketing during the
and
I
with
heart
the^same
presentlyfcheard
silence of the night filled my
the door of the adjoining dressing-room month, and the ground may now bo apa soothing sense of happiness and peace.
Listening intently, i became aware o f propriated to late ealibagcs or turnips.
saddle
for a pilloav, 1
the
Taking
a slight creak at the door of comniunioa
Rye—That sown last fall is now ready
and
in
blanket,
lay
my
wrapped myself
tionbetween the two rooms. This wai to cut. Secure it from storm as soon
and
to
the
field
back
with
my
down,
my
but by tin as it will answer.
feet to the fire. But my slumbers avert followed, not by a footstep,
Seed Wheat, Rye, and other grain
of a long dres
sound
hushed,
was
rustling
abort and fitful. The neighborhood
the floor. The sount should be allowed to fully ripen before
famous for bears; and I avas apprehen- trailing upon
If mixed, or containing foul
across the room, an< 1 cutting.
sive that my mare would take fright, ge marched slowly
the bedside, where it stopped .; stuff, go over and pick out the foreign
loose, and forsake me. So 1 lay awakt approached
indeed, o f substances as soon as out by the grainhalf an hour at a time, avatching th< Then the gentless touch—as,
—drew the bed clothe >1 cradle or machine.
lint
finger®
meridian
airy
on
the
stars
of
culmination
tucked the ends of the cov ■I Sheep atoapt to be worried,and killed
of a slender twig over my head. It wr straight, and
The dream is

less a wonder.
of the brain act

no

so

—

—

—

■

*

cern; and on the

complicity of the federal government in its efforts and purposes but with indignation and alarm.
When wc remember the origin and
history of the government, the detestation in which its great founders held
this "blot upon its liberties," and that
it was their policy to restrict it and prevent its spread.and reflect upon the spectacle the country now presents to the
enlightened world—the advocacy by
Southern Statesmen, by the press and by
political associations, of slavery as the
normal condition of the laboring man of
all races—sneers at the maxims, and bitter and fierce denunciation of the sentiments, opinions and measures of the
patriots and statesmen who planned and
set in motion this unequalled form of
constitutional government, the dicta of
the federal judges that the constitution
recognizes property in man—the assumplion of the federal Executive that slavery
exists in the federal territories under the!
constitution and his attempts to force a
slave constitution upon an unwilling
people—the fact ot the revival of the]
slave trade by the importation into the,
slave States of cargoes of native Africans
in American vessels—the open avowal
of a purpose to re-Opcn that traffic—the
refusal of a jury of a slave state to convict upon full proof, and an indignant

—-

sweetness

■

judicial

of

forpirl.l.

a

it fo

does,

settle.

territories

similar trouble ; it is possiblo for
The
go through free territory.
Homestead bill does not chime in with
the current of history ; it is a supposed ,
benefaction to free labor, and must wait
“for the wagon.”
Cuba, even, is unhappy; in that it divides the interest of!
the peculiar institution.
Nothing is
current in politics which does not run
with the humor of boulhern statesmen.
All questions, domestic and foreign, are
made to revolve around this all engross-j
ing question of slavery extension and j
perpetuation. Whether yon have a fancy for the prospect before you or not—
whether you look it consciously in the
face or blink it, the act neveitheless is
that Slavery, in these various aspects is.
and for the last five years has been, and
must still continue to be, the all controlling element in southern politics and life,
and the government of the country has, |
enccs

to

commitleo, viz

SI.-50 A YEAR IN ADVANCE.

slavery for constitutional recognition by
the nation but with deep regret and con-

and intends to continue to accom-

modate itself to it. The "institution''
as
more
now demands to be considered
national and less local; it demands to be
taken from under the ban of national

:

“that the

people of the
right" of

have the absolute

what ? To decide the character of their
domestic institutions in their own way *
To exclude slavery f "Xo, not exactly
that.” What then ? ‘‘Why, if slavery
is in the territories nndcr tha Constitution, it may be that the people cannur.
exclude it. but we hold they possess the
great right to be unfriendly to it, to retuse to legislate for its protection and
support.” These men it is plain, htng
on a fallacy, and when they
ate it and
that their leader knows it to bs a fallaey
and only supports it ass makeshift, they
will abandon it and him. What ie left
to this class 7
They mast abandon Democracy, Lecompton end Buchanan, or
submit and swallow all.
"Verily thy
servant is not a dog.” and yet many will
Jo this latter thing—more it ie hoped
will not.

It is distil ctively claimed that the
Constitution iccognizes property in
slave-, that under it, the master may
sarry his slave property into the territories, and there by lores of it may huM it;
hat it cunnot be excluded therefrom,
ind that it is the duty of the territory to
jrotect it.
This claim assumes 'that
ilaves arc property by virtue of the Federal Constitution, and being to the ntion is in good luith Donna to protect
t.
Already two branches of the Vedertl Government have informally ricog*
>ized these as substantially the legal
md constitutional right* of the South.

L'hese claims

are

novel end extraordina-

legislation, by which it has been crip- ry ( and are not yet conceded to be the
pled so long and placed Upon an equal Constitutional rights of the slave State*
footing with other national interests.— >y the great body of the people of this
It demands of the legislative, judicial, :ouutry--its
jurist* and statesmen, *1*
executive, moral and religious sense of hough 1 hesitate not to declare these to
the nation to be regarded a legitimate— >e the
opinions and polioy of the Adto be permitted to escape from the curse , ninistration and of the dominant
party,
of the moral, social and political redo not forget the significant fact that
to
and
be
elevated
i here is a division in that
protest of a grondjury against the law1 proach of the nation,
party, and
prohibiting that trade as tyrannical and ] by a generous recognition to honorable hat the Northern portion of the parly
despotic, and the sale in open market rank, prestige, influence anil power. It , loes not give its full assent to all that l*
and upon advertisement in the public! demands that the nation shall no longer ; -sserted. It is important to understand
press, of negroes freshly imported from I yield to the influence of that sickly sen-' , ipon what the leaders divide, and what
Africa, and the passive acquiescence ol, timentality so fatal to i‘s hopes, in the ( onstitutes the real difference between
the government therein; I repeat when] early days of the Republic, the days ol i he advocates of slavery under the Conwc reflect upon
these tilings and with, Washington, Jefferson and Franklin. 1 s titution, above tho reach of the
people
what rapid strides these successive stages when it was timidly consented to see it' a nd entitled to protection, and the
have been reached, wc discern how wide! branded as “infidel,” as “a blot upon c hainpion of
‘‘Popular Sovereignty.” 1
is the departure from the counsels and American liberty,” as incompatible with ] ave already given the position of the
and
which
diefounders
of
interests.”
of
the
our
our
national
in-1
f
inner.
Tho latter is this:
policy
political
stitutions and how rapidly we nra op-* tated the early “unfriendly” policy by
*W* agree that under the decision of the Sureme
been
Court
of the United States, slave*
proptr•
crippled j
proaching the period when slavery will! which it lias ever since
stan
indeed be national and universal in this* and lias continued the standing national 1 r,i: and lmj on an er/uaJ footing with ail othti proper.
supply
that, consequently, the owner of a slave
L am but noting the current reproach. It demands now, significant- as the same right to emigrate to
some amiss next winter.
Save pits of. nation.
torritory and
irry hi* slave property with him, as tho ewrtr
cherries for planting, and put them in history of the times—there can be no di- ly enough, and will blow itself up and
any species of property has to move there and
if
it
be
dissolution
deas to the facts of
die
of
in
national
that
opinion
boxes of earth before they became dry.
! versity
irry his propelty with him."
history, whatever may be thought to be aied “equality''—i. o.. that a negro in
There is a distinct recognition of the
is
that
he
a
slace,
required under the circumstances,wheth- the Stale, so he it
Fruit Trees.—ritir the soil
around] er they require that men should speak shall be ‘equal’ to you or your prop rty, r ights of slave property, and tl e right of
ransit to and from the territories. Now
youriruit trees,and apply a small ijuantity out or iorbear. It is without uoubt true, and
equal to both you ana your proper- >r the
right or power to deal with it
i. when the
a recognition of a:
thus
of
demands
measures
It
and
the!
ty.
tendency
v hen there and exclude it f
muck, gypsum, salt old manure, ashes.
Do the adare doubtful, there is. sublime dualism in its African God.— j
of
men
md lime. Uig it well into the soil, and purposes
ocates of “Popular Sovereignty” hold
to!'
admitted
be
it
shall
i!
it
That
:xcuse for remaining quiet,
when
sublimely
rover
tho surface with a
mulching of ihe tendency of measures is obvious and possess the rare ami mysterious qualities j * ;at Congress may exclude it ? Certain*
if .1.,—
(iM inn
old
,■ not.
Well, if Congress has not the
any
-—'naes
0f niou arc known and of person and thing—at once personal:
unbs which exhibit symptoms of decay,
avowed,and these me..sums
shall repre- r F ower tc, inhibit slavery, have the p«o*
as chattel it
them
mj.chattel
and
to
j
carefully,
imputatc
apply
are
-~~l i*
I. ; ! p ie of the territory that power * Tho
opposed to the opinions and interests’ 36ntTuuiti-j
he stumps a coating of molted bees wax,
d j- j
of the great body of the people, it would mills and tools—as person, a human
T hold that a territory possessed wnatewr
o«in and common tallow, in the proper-I
womau—with
character,
or
man
seem that the time has then come when
it dniws from tho Constitution unitor th«
iiig,
^
ions in which these ingredients arc
^anic aot and no mart. I hold that all the pow*
the people sh mid maintain their senti- moral attributes and affections and the
inited in common grafting wax.
Territorial Legislature possessed, is iler.vwi
Now no intelligent elective franchise. Although it reprements and opinions.
oin the C institution and its auiondmeuts uuder
the purpose of scats person, it is not person, in the J
man will deny that it is
act of Congress.”
Its per-:
SPEECH OF
the slaveholders to extend and perpetu s-nse in which man is person.
Congress it will he seen is asserted to
(
in the nation and that thel sonality is only a tietion of and tor the J ar
ate
slavery
c no power to exclude or inhibit slavGOVERNOR MORRILL,
It is not to he:
tendency of the measures of the govern- ■‘peculiar institution.’’
ry and the territory no more than is
tt the lti-]»iil>lir:ui state Convenment for the pist live yea is particularly, supposed to be a man with the incidents!
derived und t the act of Congress.”—
tion, Tlitirs'.lii) July 7th, ISVJ.
the right to Life, liberty, and
has been to aid their purposes. I as- of man
j j low-much is that ? of course no power
—hut
ruthor
a
of
id
the
Gentlemen of the sume that the people of the free states1
Mr. President
‘‘happiuoss’
pursuit
^ ircctly to inhibit or exclude it, and
Convention :
are all hostile to this purpose and this to have conferred upon it certain pecu- j one is
pretended. What then? If
hotli
man
1 thank you for this cordial receplion. policy—they would let slavery take care liar privileges of representing
ic master has the
right of property in
V grateful sense ofyour voluntary favor af itself in the stites where it exists and and chattels, without being really cither- ! ^ is slave un ler the
Constitution, and
ncrcascs with the repetition of it, until
would not have it extended bevoni, ba- In its representative character of man.it ie
tight of transit into the territory,and
[ am at a loss for tit terms to express the lds of the federal Executive, Court or may vote for President, Members of
either Congress nor the people of the
In uni- j Congress.
imotions to which it gives rise.
Congress and according to recent legal
rritory have power to inhibit or exa
and
be
felon
and
steal
son with your opinions and in the deepThe repeal of tlie Missouri Compro- expositions miy
!ude it, w hat right or power havo tho
relowest
and
;st sympathy with your sentiments and mise had tile tendency to extend slavery ,o attain to tho highest
eople of the territory, if any. to deal
it is a
as a chattel
of
—

Winsome little habv Bunn
Not the soa-shell's palest tinge,
Not the daisy's rose-white fringe,
Not thesoftes*. faintest glow
Of the sunset on the snow.
Is more beautiful ami sweet
Than the wee pink hands and feet
Of the little baby Bunn
Winsome baby Bunn'
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as

Thinking softly all

Smile, mother,

ELLSWORTH* ML,

perhaps,

—

grave questions,rather

They aie undecided, confused on these
points, bat. howcvci three qncatiufis may
be, of one thing they are clear, do know,
aro
willing with their great leader to be

BABY BUNN.

Brighter

si

iu their nature, and hard for the Democ-
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manhood ;
extend sults
ith it? Let the same distinguished
free cotton gin or cane press and so reaches
j
uthority answer.
a
In
results.
Chanical
m
the
had
been
such
it
where
forbidden;
soil,
highest
“That ilia competent for the National Lsgl.Dred Scott de- certain “abstract” sense the Constitution j Lturc, by tho exercise uf the taxing power, and
< the tendency of the
as
it
niz
reco.
to
Lhcr
functions within tho limits ot tbeConstituperson,and
rision. The assumption of the i’resi- is supposed
t [in, to adopt un/rirndly legislation, which
prae*
lent at once contemplates its extension provide for it the right ot represantaeallv drives slavery out of the torritorv.”
md perpetuation —Ihe action of Congress tion, and anon Contemplates it as a
That is to ray—the territory has not
[ended to fasten it upon a reluctant chattel liable "to escape,” as “owing
service,” ar d to be “sent hack.” Asa t he Const ittlional right to exclude
great conflict of opinion in which the people.
slave property, which stands upon nn
Now in view of this purpose, these personality it is so charged with subtile
people of this country are involtcd. 1
t
quaI footing with any ether sp.-cics of
.•annot doubt that t o people will miin- measures and this policy of the govern- lorecs that if tho Tract Society but speak
t.iin those who honor and maintain their or mt, what is the duty c.f men and states' to it, it will burst like "an infernal ma- i 'roperty; but it is asserted to have tho
the church / outer, through the exercise of the “taxprinciples. Standing ill the presence ol who do nut concur in this purpose, do chine” and rend in istwain
the subject and i ug power,'1 of imposing inimical, arbi*
such an assemblage of men,and conscious not approve of these measures and thi- militant, and anon it
It is a t ran taxation, and thereby practically
Is it time to speak or keep si-; object of Christian missions.
of the high purposes thu-t animate ail pulicy r
< rive nut
a
slat-try, “standing upon an
hearts, I aril film.I with emotions ol, I -nee? is the subject thus presented wor- thing to be used by the master and
1
footing with all other property,”
thy of attention— or is it a time for pro- person to vote for him and against its-If, 1 qaal
pnde and pleasure inexpressible.
f it were not otivious that this is but a
I institute no comparisons with other; crastination and to practice small tricks, and to be evangelized by the Church.
endless and painful, i litiful evasion, to escape from a reaponmen, or bodi.s ol men, but iu tho pres j to cover up the difficulty you see, but The absurdities are
to profess ti Now we occupy, as a party, the high s ibility which attaches to the concession
cnee ot tli
men who hold in their hands do not tl ire to encounter
the destinies of our young and vigorous] be indifferent to what everybody around moral, social and
political vantage- t f a constitutional right of property in
s
State, whose solicitude fir its welfare 1 you is alive.
ground of uliquidih'd dissent, to all laves, and so not entitled to a ascend
know to be warm and constant, 1 mayThis question has already been many modern pro-slavery dogmas,judicial, ex- I bought, tile imm rality of the proposiIt ecutive or legislative, whether by inter- t ion would not fait to stamp it a crime
be p -rmitted to say I am not d snia/jC ! I limes before the American people.
1
when
for
vention or non-intervention, as contrary rhorever the principles of justice or so*
and
modest
before
them
declared
was
the
they
assumption
graceful
by
that iho talent of tho State, is elsewhere.1 national independence, and they ar- to tiie theory of our government, the c ial duties are recognised.
But further, lavs the samo authority,
the
Any man wiio can preserve his own self-1 raignod the Eritish throne for its exist- general sentiment of the people,
decisions of •1 am asked whether the Southern peroinspect iu the maintenance of his princi- ence anil for obstructing efforts for its unitorm current of judicial
and | de have not a right, under the Consiituples, need not he abashed at the boastful abolition. Again after they had attain- legislative and executive exposition
I
to bring their slaves there?”
pretensions of others. So of a party.— ed their independence and when they as essentially pernicious and dangerous; ion,
it is not uncommon for greet leaders to formed their constitutional government,! and we maintain, affirmatively and spa- j nswer yes; tho same right that you
does not 1 lave to carry any other proper*)'.” Then
promise their followers the felicities of a and they provided for the abolition of cifically, that the Constitution
bl
.ck or rou ask if they hive not u right to hold
ii
min,
the
and
state
of
the
restriction
of
hereafter.
The
the
slave
trade,
recognize property
glorious
that it i t there when they get it there ?”
1 an*
promised hereafter may sometimes be “lavery to the States. Again in 1820, white, or the p issibility ot it;
gathered from the char.ieter and motives | when it was restricto 1 as an evil which does not carry slavery into the federal over "the same right that )OU have to
of t nose who are to be the subjects of it. ought not to spread. In 18 10, in the territories; and that slavery does not and iold any other property,” Now uron
The savage's h pesof a happy future are organization of a federal territory it was caunot exist in this nation, except by his c mcession of rights unless you aro
that outside of 0 suppose the case of a | coplo so lost to
based upon the trophies of his
barbari-j again restric'o l. Again in lSdO in the, force of the toe .1 law and
ill sense of justice and s-cial duty as to
ties here.
1 d> not encourage you to settlement of questions arising from thel that local law the mister has no lights,
On this side ot those questions there leny all protection to the rights nf propseek the facilities, or hazard the perils ucquisit'On of territory from Mexico,!
of the future upon such a probation. wlieu the free Status in a body demaLd- can be no doubt is the moral sentiments erty—rights respected every whero by
liviliiod men and savages even, here in
t to make further allusion to whatis ed that slavery should be kept out of of the nation and the great body of the
1
reported to have passed elsewhere, we these territories, by positive enactment, people of the fiee States. Where do recognition of a right of property snd
fit ex- in accordance with cur uniform policy those stand who do not declare with us! squality of rights, which removes all
are here to day to consider what
? In norul or legal right to object to it—inpression is demanded of the people of they yielded a reluctant acquiescence to The "Democrats” in tho North
idiously to discriminate against it, unthis State upon thoso political t ipies nonintervention, upon the false assurance the free States ?
The 'sound National Democrats,” ac- ler the “taxing power,” would be tywhich now engross the attention of the that slavery was already restricted by;
nation.
higher laws than Congress. The Amer-, cording to recent classification hold affir- ■anny and oppression.
It will bo seen that in principle, there
For myself, I accepted, iu the outset, lean pro-ile have been accustomed to matively to all and singular that Souththe issue recently forced upon the coun- deal with this question and why not ern statesmen inculcato and the Adininis- ! is no csseutial difference in tho ccndu*
be expect- lions which necessarily follow the posttry by the new doctrines of the dominant now: what more competent tribunal: tration assents to. This must
of espe-. lions of the two divisions of the domiparty, viz: the constitutional recogni- Seveu prosperous ire > States in the ed and need not be complained
tion, legitimacy and spread of slavery; north-west atiosl the wisdom of their cially of those who maintain confiden- nant party. Both hold to tb« rights of
not without reluctance, l confess yet policy—civil war in a territory and polit- tial relations to the Adminis‘ration.
| ilavc pioperty under the Constitution—
The "National Democrats” hold to to the rights of transit with it to and
without hesitation or doubt as to their ical strife in the nation are the first
the same negatively .with the right to re- from the territories, that neither Condangerous and pernicious tendencies and fruits ofthe new government policy.
is
the
fer to the Supreme Court to enter up gress nor the territory can exclude it.—
the duty of the citizen in the treatment
Tne
negto
quostion
confessedly
j
Tho difference between So far they are agreed, then only they
of them.
The progress and develop- paramount question—the question of judgment.
One claiming the duty of pro*
ment of these doctrines have strengthen- questions—the pivot of all contempora- these and the first class is small, imma- diverge.
ed my first convictions and to-day I de-1 neous political history in these United terial and is only the natural difference tection to a conceded right. The other
and asserting the “power" of unfriendly leg*
clare it to be, in my judgment, the
high-^ States. It does now, and must inevita- betwee the Ins” and the "Outs,”
islation towards that right. \VU1 tho
est political duty of the people of this' bly for the present, continue to employ not more hopeful.
Democrat*,
to
the
utmost
of
their
attention
tho
Nation.
All
Tne
"Democrat*,”
people of this State feel called upon to
to
the
first
of
simple
resist,
country,
at this mo- take part in such a controversy ?
whether
know
do
not
of
tho
are
subordinate.
Prothis
new
other
exactly
slavery policy
questions
power,
Does any man need to be told that
slave
government and of the Slave States. No tection has claims to urge hut cannot get ment, they do or do not believe in
of
the
audience. The Pacific Railway expert- property under the Constitution, the both then positions contemplate *od ed*
struggle
patriot can look upon
purposes, I defer to your judgments of the public interests, and accept, j
svith due acknowledgments, the position I
Conti—
assigned me by your partiality.
lent of the soundness and justice ol
your principals ami assured of your co-j
opera'ion in their maintenance, I have
no
apprehension of the results ill the1

--nay more, it had the

general

t.

It allowed slavery

effect

to

go

to

upon

■

■

—

j

mlt tbt possibility of the universality of le- 1 r-t Presidential election, in.I is >vv
n
fast vangal ami niMiMituiioiul shivery i*i tins cuun- i-liing into t' in air. H »\vcvor
p'atf mis umv
try. That if it be true that the Consiitutir n bee n rmeted-whatev r may lx attempted
nco^iV- property in slaves, and the right > b.* concealed—there i* tlie memory ot the
• *t transit to and from
the territories with it. events ot the l i?t live
years fresh in ilie mi.ids
ir follows as a
legal and logical sequence, °l t’ '• p pie—of repeal, civil war in Kansas,
Villas the Constitution is the
paramount l>n\l fceott decision, Leovuipton, the slave
lav? of tho nati >n, it justifies
slavery evm v- trade, general profligacy and corruption in
in
or
State
ami
wticre,
that th*io t*»e national expenditure*—all indicating, too
territory,
*v no
jM,wer, in State or nation, short ft an clearly t * be longer di *?«£»» n$ed ; that the
uinemlme it of tac Constitution, which can
reach it. Slavery would thereby be enthroned as a “pecular iii-tititution.” endowed with peculiar rights and privileges,
and with the right to rob’Clion «,i the g *\iTnim in, and m.. it lud 1
up the C stitueion at it# protecting aegis, and -Ti
to the people of the Mates or iuM »n.
»*• -tw-fcn tf esc
parti •« the fr *• tt.*« should
have no choice, can have non\ certainly not
a
preference lor the latter. The one audaciously enough it is true asserts a right and
demands recognition of it bv adequate pr »tectioa. The ther timidly admits the right
nod makes an unmanly eflbrt to deny it proThe statesman who proposes thus
tection.
and argues thus, it need hardly be stabs],
does not even prof ss an adequate reru nlv
1 t the evil complained of.
He docs not
« ven
proless to reach the point of difficulty.
It is not possible to reach it in this way.—
The great question is the right of property
in slaves, under the constitution, and t.f
transit into tho territories,and consequently
the right to hold that property above tho
power of Congress or the people.
That right conceded, tho contest of principle is over, and slavery lias triumphed, and
tho people are vanquised, and however a
locality may annoy it, and attempt to drive
it out, under the “taxing
pow-r“ hv unfriendly legislation, slavery will, in that
have
the
event,
government, the court, and
tho constitution mi its side, and victory will
be neither difficult nor uncertain.
All arhiirary discriminations ag'iinst it
would of course he declar' d uneonstituti »nal
by the federal judie.trv, and it umild not he
considered “national*' to resist such decrees,
and soon it would come t > he antim « >H*s position is t1 is. He
raf (') to do so.
admits the c .nstituti >nai rights *»; pr*.p -rtv
in slaves, and says what/ That the ye >pl
ought not to sustain that right—that the
slaveholder b.«s an advantage under tin
constitution in hi" "slave prop. rtv that d > s
not dcs.-ne protection and that if lie were
the owner of a hundred slaves he would invoke the vengeance of the peopb* upon it—
that tiio people have a right to refuse it pmcti *n—he is estopped hy his cone s>ij:i to
■

>.

It may by assumed then that the
party does not in it* m-asur-.s r p hi.
assnm? the po'r-r or purpose t restrU: -1.
rv, either by Congress, the t-»rrit'*rie*. r t’
poiple but dearly denies nil such p -w ~.
and disclaim* aii such rvrpose. F. r
a*
maintenance id mu-.i power. and 1 r bitch
purposes the tv >pL lauai 1.#. k «is- w
th .i 1
1'niebs it is t lie yin !
An; v c .n
u*r th Ir
p'. .plv are n d > »\
]■ 11.! .1
institutions, an (xig ray in j :'h .1
has ari- n. when it i< n- e-*-* .*w t
rt
and maintain the al*s>iu: sear-ignty of t;
i.V'T
aii
tii.n*.
Th
political qu
pjnplo
th s
A §i ricaa C /;> ss,
th
term- r#-s, must b. he.u t,
of governing
possess the wore/* end t he rrjht bo <’ cr>n(,
that pouter to th* pr >:>?■: of th- /•-*•* .*•<-?
t>
cTerri**, as a .M'rdyn prU'i a’ rip\t. not
judicial. alo e he. court, and with ivhiih th
court can not mt-eferc, and thut //.-• pcopl
when, thy come to fom* a $.u c Constitution
may determihe the question a':so:utriy. atari
art of indevendmt stafr sorcrrirrnnft/.
These
doctrine* are not l. w or extraordinary, but
hive been uniformly recogniz d and rnicticed upon, from tiie orgauizaujj of tiie
:mt

—

real questions in issue are whether the nation
i- to adopt the doctrines that slaves are
prop
ti >n uud**r thoUonerty and entitled to pi
stitation of the United States, and whether
this property possesses the right of transit to
and from the territories and States. Whethor
slavery, in a word, is to be supreme thro*
the intervention of t|* Federal (\»urt, and
above the American people. The
importance
>l this issue cannot be overestimated.
It i-*
wiiether our institutions shall be interpreted
in the spirit of universal liberty, or on tin*
i lea that slavery is the normal condition of
the laboring man. Wiiether free labor is the
essential element of our national prosperity,
and the basis of our hop's of perpetuity, <>r
slave labor is the symbol of its material interests and the anchor of its
safety.
li i* needi *ss to say tie r* is. ami i* t ben
neutral position which the citizen <1111 fairly
occupy in a contest so distinctly and sharply
duhnv d.
i'he domain.s of the slave States are
now audacious, and their
purposes s» open
and undisguised, that there is no Ionger room
to doubt as t > what p.nvcr d miniates in the
polities of the country, and what influence
seeks to interpret the « ’institution for its own
purp'ses. lie that is not for it is necessarily
against it.
ihe most despicable man m t’.ie Republic
is he wh ). wle-ii great questions stir 1 he nation and shape its p -bey. has not the manly
e.iurag" to take !*.;> p isition an-'
rt opinions— i- a little this way and a little that—
* of on.the
and
hates
l-**l
prineipl
party
certain men of tin* other, and s .. ‘under tin
•'way of his avers: ms. / r.7*/</.’• s ir*»m oneclecti' 11 to another,
<>,//<'/ men with his endless tergiversation.
lb- ii.ii s si .very is opto
its spre:. i —d • s lot believe in sbiv*
posed
Ttv.
nor
its right --f transit, nor b
prop
co-.upt >n. n r tic* j r r.t : <r the last 1 dministrali<*n- hut d
n -r s *e
clearly tin* path
■t fiis
duty. While such individual eases
Xist. the mal-administratioii of the
past six
years and the al vi servility of the g ivern>
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For Governor,
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OK AUGUSTA.

T:
last

.re

h.*>

con

Prei

i>suc.

no

im-re

.nub;ms

battles

being

are

say a word to our nuinoro»s readers, howdistasteful it may bo to the public to he
subjected to an infliction of matters personal
to editors and publishers of newspapers.—
tv»

our

made h

r

farther

..

juently

red

a:.u :o

more

>;v.

frig tful-slaughtci

>

cost

something.

us

lather than

by

our

ference is
to do
as

if

so

limited that it will

not,

allow them

both,

well

viz:—rebuke wrong and sin by words
deeds, ami still be well cared for, and

as

neccessarily
The 3d

the

one

excludes the other ?

is, “because I did not believe the
unqualified charge brought against that .Society,
reason

There are occasions which
and which amount to almost a that it had exerted no influence for the oppressed
when matters seemingly of a personal of our land was true.for no one who has road their

ture to

say

our sav.

fitting,

can doubt but the oppressor has been
and business nature should be given to the publications
rebuked or that sympathy has been shown for the
r.
Wo
therefore
deem
ts
of
a
read
newspap
oppressed.”
the f *11 nving the occasi'n when ter may bo

Does

permitted

to

fold to them

inspires

to

we

resolution

make

this

unqualified

and

we

present attitude of that Society in this matter with

at

deep disappoint neot und sorrow.
Does the preamble anyhow assort

times troubles.
When

the

speak to cur readers, and un* charge against the Socieiy ? Here it is.
Resolved, That
something of the hopes which
regard the recent course

exertion, and the fears which
assumed the

responsibilities

present position, it
doubts of success, and with

our

its exactions and

•

w.is
a

of

with many
H’Arras, The American Tract Society from the
sense of very conception and profession of its plan, promises

predeceswas only

by the

circulation of Tracts—a mode of teachto reach nil forms of wickedness—to inculcate tho great truths and duties
of morals ami religion, and.
Il’Arrfo.*, The American Tract Society of New
York, having heretofore failed to make its influencc Jen in Di'naii oi the oppressed in our land,
now hesitate* a* we understand its position ami
policy, to exert its influence against even that
most wicked Commerce, the slave trade, and
Whereat, Our American Chiistianity (already
1-ronght under suspicion throughout Christendom
by the direct participation of many chnrches and
ministers in the system of slavery, by the failure
of still others to bear explicit testimony against
it.) is vet farther involved by this action ut a Society, which in some sort represent it.

ing singularly adopted

—

between these

two

statements ?

Is

to

make its influence felt?

pated a single slave
I pitiful condition.'
:

auction block

a

has the

an

great

? Has it

lias
ever

lias it

l

powerful

ever

or

it

the

In short

our

...

.—

••

«

n-rftinvi—not.

T—i-»

lS.I-l

ns a
.if

partv

uav

v

of slavery v >u v.Miilii have no opinions you would nut think of it. or talk
of it, unless forced to do so. You said i
had been a troublesome question, and ir m- :*
perilous to have opinions upon it. Yu
would refer it. to the Courts ; von would
make it a judical question: you would call
a Question involving the inherent
political
rights, of personal liberty, judicial; a m;r*'
pr >pei ty, c ntra t, c imi m
queftion
merounti' *, iY*uranc'\ or wh.it n it, ri-.t
within th*» province of an Arm ri--an statesman, and to he referred to the Court;
and 80 you said it was expedient that f,,n.
greets should not intervene in this question
hereafter— should not express < Tuitions or
give direction*, would not exercise ihc power
itself, and would not give the Territorial
government, authority to act, l et if it did
prestun* to act, its acts should all hesuhVctt > a revision hy the Court, and so the Court
should n f only fix the creed for the
party,
bat should he invested with the extraordinaof
the
determining
ry power
political powers <>f Congress, and thus a
great party, the
dominant party of the nation, determined s .»
fir as that party was concerned, it would
never thereafter entertain fir itself
opinion*
nport the great political questions of personal freedom or slavery in this country ; but
would take its opinion*, humbly aiiu submissively. from the judiciary—it would only
have judicial opinions upon that subject_
would he a judical party, an adjunct to the
federal judiciary : ttr-d now, when ne»v
opinvmfc come from the judiciary. th-v are eagerly seiz 'd upon as settMopinions, and the
President thinks it a mystery the great democratic party, with such a President at it#
ban 1. had net invented these novel opinions
for itself.
The great relief in all this is that tlu
“agreement to refer'* such precious rights
to surh a tribunal, was on I v the agreement
of a party %nd of only a portion of that pui
ty—the slaveholder* and office holders ; ami
the American people were not a party to it.
and have the riytil and power to repudiate
the authority for submission, and arre*t the
When these opinions, and this
decision.
purpose of the democratic party, come to be
clearly seen and understood, its doom is certain and irrevocable. The apprehension and
dread of il breaks the parly in the fret
St tea into fierce ^nd hitter b uds, and its
dissolution in these States is averted only hy
the free dcminciafhm of. ami the hope oi
modifying, opinions which are known-to be
the settled opinfdnb of the-’part#.

b'r

tne

French.

1

little

a

S:1V(lini.-MIQ

question

1

cm: vou<

fiOOO fir

the money.

1

ry. you mu5

tain.

over

h

..

r

1 ti 1
fijjmes for
ihem.”

c«r.

Ins Kansas 1»jsturbancls. A c unTnis'i ’ri appointed by t:,o iv.iiisis legislature
inis L‘»-n invent .gatir.g tl.
claims l>.r i!:iinu_-*9 incurred durir g the disturbance
f 1 •»;»"A c trr-’Sjiond- nt »d the J'rtn >r
gives
the following sum in itv of the r* suit, which
!ms been reported to tlie Cjnstitution.il
Conv- ntion:

Then to another class of the dear
newspaper is a newspaper,no matter

public,a
where printed,

«JUIV,

or

it.

say

even

this

was

.•

Some

■

!
j

|

0

family,

work,

ivanso-s has

to be

time
written;
yet
nut grievous hut
joyous. I will iust trive wiil Ik*, when tho
impartial historian will do
you a short account of our proceedings, and
ample justice to her proscribed, persecut' d
then you can judge fur
yourself.
and wounded prisoners. But woe, woe in
About three hundred of us met at tho fixit
that day to the reputation of the betrayers
of Main St., and having been
arranged in of her freedom, t!:e
pTsecut >rs an J murderfile by our
worthy Marshal, Liwcll (irindle, ers of her sons an«l of the government which
at the Word of command we
proceeded “restrained them not.”
to march, accompanied
by a noble band of
O saw atomic is now a thriving town of
martial music, through the
village to the some
sixty hous.s. lias a large trade l am
Methodist Meeting 11,us', where
being all told, and bids fair to rise fast and flourish
our
seated,
Sabbath
comfortably
School* occupying most all tho boJy pews, we were permanently.
We left there on Tuesday the 28th, in the ^
covered by the following exercises
—Singing mail
hv the two Choirs—united
stage at G A. M., and after a ride of
praver offered_
s >me
lilty-four miles, arrived at Kansas city
Singing again—then address to Sabbath
in Mo. at 0 1-2 P. M. M'>stof the country i
School children,then
Singing again,and then
which we passed 1 had not seen be-!
we marched to the Cnion
meeting house, through
lore. It is much the same with the great
where we found such a

ioo j.

‘•iiie total aimtiin*. of the chums f.i d beLoards amount to the sum of £ 1
2-O.'UiO bo.
The u: ur t 1 war-i d isub.ur
The r inain l- r of the claims
were either
fraudulent, or presented be citizens of Missouri.
rho total number oi os*
S* 9 is
between 400 ar.d '(.*0; of these the
Free State men have S.w;
pr«i->i.-iverv 00._
Tiiu value of rr s «j.vtro\.-i
£3.»,032 CO;
horses stolen 340; catt> :'u3 head.
table,so richly spread
Fiftythree houses an 1 .s.*\v mills were burned.—
good things of this life, of every
l he largest amount awarded i* to C L Llter which should interest all in the
description, and such an abundant supply,
His death wasa personal affliction to
locality;
many,
dridge, proprietor (*f the Free State, who re- and at
times, just the kind of matter that and all had that kindly sympathy which is that 1 rather think, though you are an oJieeites £40,000.
l he smallest was to a
pertor, that the sight might have made
your
Vn who claimed over £2000; and wasuward- is wort many d >llars to know. But to re- SO grato.ul to the bereaved. The large asout; if not with fatness, (for
•»d.
turn to the subject which now
they
particularly sembly at the funeral, the deeply solemn eye*stick
Editors
arc
rather
lean these hard
say
concerns us, tlie enlargement of our
times)
paper, tones of the preacher, and the chant so feelImproteiients ar M HAT Vernox —Mr we shall
would have done so with a
longing deonly say in c inclusion, that person- ingly rendered; the offerings of flowers that they
Clnix. 5. i Vice of Al-xand.ia lias
sire to eat. I wish
s„n,. duwr
we intend to
this matter before the decked the coffin, the
you hud been here, not
to Mount \ .rr, n for tlie
ally
Uy
of
long
„f
procession
purp<«
luakiuK
to have filled
sum
your crop, (lor I do think
repairs n.vd-d i. tlie premises. These citizens of the county, and shall cheerfully young and old, and tiie simple, grateful only
our
editors ought to have a good meal
poor
r-pairs are ma le preliminary t. the deliv. rv abide their decision in the premises.
at
the
ail
marked the intensity
prayer
grave,
ef possession fromJ.hu A.
once in a
Wasliinirti.ri,
while,) but that you might have
of sympathy with the afflicted and tiie rel-.sq., to thea^ent oi the Cadies' M,„.nt V rsoon the
skill aud good taste of
benevolence,
and
at
the
worth
the
iv.-ii Associati..:],
for,
&c.
of,
deceased.
“Saving
spect
ll.o Alexandria Uazelte
Spigot”
the excellent ladies of
In accordance with tiie mourners’ wishes,
1 suys
Surry, who got up
Hk> Government has a mail contract lastthis feast of fat
“li e carp nb r s tools
Alas ! you were not
things.
from ing almost six
tiie preparations for
imported
tJ
the
the
mail
overcelebrating
years,
carry
apLngluna by <-n. W ishington, during his
here, hut you know that the ladle* of
j lif.time,
were
from
St.
Louis
Surry
land,
to
continued
Sun
proaching
and
Francisco semianniversary,
have been j reserved, and
in an enterprise like this, cau't be heat
wilUn all
very
probability, !«.* us 1 now in making t!ie cun- weekly, for six hundred thousand dollars per completed. Nor did it .seem improper—
easily.
cm the day ol our National Jubilee
j templatcd repairs.
year. This contract was given to Messrs. though
" vll, Mr. Editor, after we had
eaten, and
Butterfield A Co., administration purti/.ans, for the Orator to express in a few lilting
eaten to our till, then
you know we must
jyTheBapt'ft ^fcate Convention passed the and th«* Attorney General says it cannot be terms the worth and the promise of the lamarch some more,
f !b wing resolutions at their late
accompanied by our excelmented youth. It is now with anno diffi- j
session in Bid- changed unless by the consent of both
parlent music, and then, oh ! then, went down
defor(1V° w re in errur in saying they did not ties.
dence
that
I
an
a
little—
estimate
made
in
the
the National
veil
By
lift—though
our most beautiful bay on a
appear in the .1 Ivor ate.
splendid sailing
Intelligencer,the annual revenue will amount which conceals from the public eye the private
The following Resolutions ou
llow beautiful, how splendid !—
Slavery and the to about fifteen thousand dollars. This will life of a
man.
The glimpse,however, party,
Bo.-*tou Tract Society Wvie
young
passed. These were make the income for the six years. $00,i Wasn’t it grand to sail up and down, round
serve to recall to his
.*[token to by Jxt-ara. Burgess, Bosvvorth. Kelley
acquaintances the ! ■“'J ruund with music and
000, while the cost of transportation will may
J
artd others.
singing on the
R'snlveii, That we continue to deplore the ex is- amount to $3,000,000. The Postmaster pleasant view of bis life and may give sparkling water? Yes,the water was
General was inclined to change it to a weekteneu of America;: glavei.. as an
sparkto all who value
evil fostered by
pleasure
worth
and
manly
ling in the suuhoam* and if I am not inia1 cur national
legislation, defended ty our army, ly and save thereby $150,000, but the eon- endeavor.
1
taken, many youthful eyes on board outand supported from our national
tractors
are
political Iriends, and the Calitreasury; and that I
we. as chriatinn cun, will
Edward T. Collins was horn in Camden, sparkled the water.
u-e every
legitimate! I forma papers say the change will give the
On the whole, Mr Editor, we had a
lOit to accomplish its utter extinction.
grand
State to the opposition, and the
8th, 1839, but passed most of his life \
Aug.
Attorney
Resolved. That we regard with deep anx'ety retime, and when we went hack to our homes
j
General says the contract cannot be changed in Coatino. His
cent movements in
hivor of reviving the slave
parents were blessed with we went rejoicing that we were a Iree and
without tha consent of all parties—(the De- thirteen
I/'i tl19?pY-;‘fi** tfrkc courage—the prohubil- tra -a*.
children, nearly twice the regular united community, fully having demonstraKutdmd, That n-eV», tiiy app.on of the twsi. partment don't stop to nsk the small con- New
ooiiduot the campaign ol
llv of khiujfASit'n
to. id ll.o Aumr.uun Truet
England number, in consequence of ted that “luion is Strength."
1860 wtcooss/ujiv. hv subterfugt-a, has f*ooii
at Boston oi. tractor’s consent,) therefore this drain must
.-xi-.Hy
Yours truly,
Uie .ubjt-.-t t.f Ma.-.-ry, and
hereby [.’e dge to th. continue and the small routes suffer thecon- the narrow circumstances and the large
grewing gra lually l*vw day by day, «im*e the 8oti ty oar sympathy
C. B. Koberis.
and support.
number of the
sequerces,
Edward had to

l"J

an

on

in what style, or in what
Mk. Editor : While our village were
cstrny member of the
making preparations to celehrate properly
sends
home
a Western
filled
as
family
paper,
the anniversary of our National Independit should b-"*, with the doings of the people of
their expectant joy was suddenly
iu immediate vicinage, and that answers all ence,
changed into grief. One of our young men,
the purposes of many a down east
family.— heulthlul,
hopeful and energetic, possessing
This shoul 1 not bo so.
The home paper
such qualities of mind and heart as gave
rdiouId b<* taken f>r all others, though it
of excellence as a man and a citizen,
dn.s not equal in size, or in giving detailed promise
a
was,by
seemingly untimely accident,strickaccounts of passing events, or in
giving full en down in an hour.
Rejoicing in his
and disgusting particular* of all the cri/n eon
witii him evergreens to
strength,
bringing
eases before
in
or
the
extent
and
courts,
city
the eye—not his it seems—on the Navirietv of its many ••tempests in teapots*’ to please
tional Holiday, he fell before the relentless
overthrow the world ->r its present institustroke ot death; his mortal ca. eer was broken
tions, or in blood and thunder stories—
off.
the present popular city papers
For in it,
11 is sou] to Him wh" gave it rosv;
(tliough there will be found a smaller variety
Gulled it to its Ioq£repose.
with the
Its glorious rest !”
of matter) will be just the ltindof local mat1 anguage.

to the following
The spot for a town site is second to but
regulations}
for tho horizontal play, each tub must draft
it#
even in Kansas for
beauty and central lo- own water, and play through 200 feet of Hoes—
cation; and if health does not there abound, Perpendicular,
play through 300 feet Hoee each
a physician is there, all
ready to attend the tub drafting its own water. Each company selectsick and the lame. I spent the Sabbath ing its own Pipe and Nozzle.

few

a

Qi'kiiist.

V. ASTl.Nt,

||0t

steamer for Europe, a short time
Union ! Union!! Union !! *
since,
1-nding, ordt-r-l.iving, law abiding men.— hoping the voyage would improve bis health_
The -Methodist.,
Bap- True, they wen? free state men, and did talk | Dot finding the voyage had a
contrary elfeot, he
tiste. Congregationalism and no denomini-! and vote
against Slavery in the territory,and : left the boat At Halifax end there remained and
tionuiists (what some call
of
the had
outsiders)
just voted against the notorious and died. Mr. Choate was bom in Ipswich in 1799,
goodly village of Surry and its vicinity, met must infamous
and was u< the time of his death in hi, 60th
year
Lecompton Constitution.
in said village for a Sabbath School
Picnic j This last act was probably the immediate Ho graduated at Dartan.ulh.atndied law with Mr.
on the Glorious
M irt, nud with
and
a
Judge Cummings of Salem. He
Fourth,
glorious time j cause of the persecutijn and death of which
had held many position, of trust and
vv-e had.
Nut glorious in battle, lor al-, I here
honor, wad
speak.
t»un eminent as
advocate.
lawyer and
though some predicted that we should fight j This infamous
Hamilton, the leader of the
before we got through- but I didn't hear of
A nr I, I’.okrv.—Charles Allen, a more
lad, and
murderous band, was a candidate f-T r-mnsone.f (.’apt. D. M. Allen, of
any one being wounded and I don't believe! ulman und« r the
Brooklin, had an arm
C *nstituti >n,
Lecompton
broken
last
there was one
Friday, by falling out of a wagd-op of bloodshed in fight,for and had it been ad opt of, he hoped to eome badlyHe
immediately got into bis wagon and
the day. Why, Mr. Editor, I don't believe!
into office. He was defcatcd^iud was known drove Ihreo miles to the Doctor's
house and had
that there was
any preparation made fir to swear
vengeance against bis neighbors the fracture reduced, which proved to be a bad
fighting, Tor if our little array were laden who voted
one, ami below the c!t>ow.
against him.
at all,
they were laden with smiles, arid
Boor, vile, haters of freedom ! Betrayers
A I’ha\lit.—TbeXew York Tribunt
we
must confess these were showered
though
utters tho
of liberty and murderers of their brother
prayer, that
Secretary Cam mi; live to write m
copiously rpon each other, there didn't seein men 1 Their names and their deeds will
go thousoml years !’ all for hi,
to be the least intent! m to kill or
blundering letter oninjure. I down to posterity, clothed with infamy, and tbo right- of naturalised citiicna.
We mr- anaiou
don t know but some of our
blooming youth they will lx remembered only to be despised, to see what the Tnbunt will say to Cass’ second
might have been taken captives, but if they as traitors and murderers. The
lftta-r
roarelns.
history of
were, I will venture to
that

1

1 know

««

State permitted to enter for

Eriend Sawyer

>

1 fear wiil n*t.

the

engines
prizes subject

in the
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Am ricau Tract Soci-

made itself known and felt in

ety,
land,
| as an advocate of equal rights, a friend of the
prisoners
a
denouncer of tyrany ?
nothin^ in comparison with the moral ctf'-ct «»t formerly, tlurehy giving the reader much Slave,
.e I- .I
1 he strategical
It has published the Hlble, distributed it. North
gain is the Miacio more matter in the same spice.
Wo give
h i.fortunai-, y, it was not possible to
and South, East and West. Hut does nut every
our read* r* at this time, with our columns
c >in the Mm io p t-sai: \
i he enemy \\.i> in*
one know that among Slave holders, this book is
hi : d i- at c d 1
prthenH:: g d.»:. :-.r to crowded with the favors of advertising pat- quoted as Divine
g 'v rnment
authority to uphold slavery ?
'.
n
b
C ingress lias always
grin to
; i-se-*
early in rons. more reading m itt r than any one of
Tho writer s 4th reason is. "because I thought
the day and in tolerab.e uood order. It «•:,*
t’.e plenary power >ver toe wh«.;.* sub;
r
rs
the four osh
p p
published East of the it wa-: more in harmony with the spirit of Him
e wa
Irivt
11 from (i u ilight
The territorial g •vernnvr.t lias be a I. ! t
Penobscot. But it is our wish to enlarge who, being as he was the mightiest Reformer the
l Cavi
Fi
the M in
p.isess iust so mu.-h a* and no m re p *w- r
than Congers* delegated, and th" inhabi- | cu is about tm;b*«. and the troops had i-een again, and t > do s > will involve an expens world has ever seers, "did not strive, nor cry, nor
-I :
t and fij*-without f
since sunrise
»
v:
'r
]
tant*. occupants of the territory of t’.i- Uni■•f ab *ut one tb msund dollars.
liven those w ho ha
-t taUm part io. the acIf tuc avovo reason is a; j livable in a case like
u..u iitucv\-ninui
•.
ted States, not living nr assuming to bo an
part of this
iio:i were exhausted by lai:cufl hunger -vyl
then ought n .t tho Conference, instead of
ir depen lent or sovereign p •opie. bat d-peu'vx~
i in our pocket, and on our books and due j this,
.* lit.t/l.
Resolved Ac., have said Blessed be the
dcnCa u) ,taJ-\n: rt;\\c n> inhev at right or
Tin. losses are iar greater than I at first an- now, near twio tb am unt noe-.l d for the ; saying
American Truct Society, it- oflieers, its members
general power of leg:sbition, independent -r
1 io y cannot ! e !*.-< than !rom
T enable us to make the improveticipated
change.
00,their organic act.
[ sav again t he j.0 ’0 to hi.Oi'Oon both si
j and more especially its publishing crew, f_r its
You can on y o- ment
will look in vain to th. d a..bruit
contemplated at the commencement of ; recent courso in refusing to utter a single word
partv f r miniate them liter pa-s-.m: v-r the w hole length
the power or the purpose to r-ofrict si ivnrv Ot hue in
the
n at volume—adding t > the
presentsize of against the crime of crime*, the "»um of all vilever} dim!-•••.. In spilt
the
Will the lb •rnuera«*y of .Maine declare
s made, it
si
the „•!.'nrrieem.spacee:. ::gh
yet
give a full ship- laines,* the unpardonable sin against humanity ;
against th-' right of property in slaves under
1 men;
»r the
ping list and a price curr nt,nnd weekly,three for this we follow in the feotsteps of the mightiest
the Constitution? the right of trar-ir t >
s,
racy still he a out in sc-iis, infecting
full columns of Agricultural matter, we Reformer the world has overseen, "who did not
and from the territorie-? Will th-v declar- the ;;.r.*’
i
f r the power of (_\'Ogress rr the *•’ w*r
Tails c«.ric-pondent of the Loudon need four hundred ncre paying subscribers, strive, nor cry, nor cause Lis voice to be heard m
a
the streets.”
One more inquiry and wo will susTerritorial govrnmmit. to exclude sinv-rv. Tina says :
and a buiam
If we can j
g of old accounts.
-i
have sot n tl 1..ns of the French at
I
pend our catechism.
a'wnlutely, a great political right, and sub- the'•V
battle of S -h-ritio as 9mtid in the Moni- have this, our readers shall have as large a
ordinate to no power, by wav of r* vi*ion?
What was the writer’s object in
introducing the
Will they strike down the provision for ap- tear yesu-rday. It is. I am assured on go. a paper as any weekly in the > ate. Wo are j
f Rowing resolution? what was tho
mu-Ji under the mark; ike
authority,
point of it,
j
from
tiie
aware
that
no
buxines?
now
t>
carried
the Supeal
on, pays
sovereign p pic
and what did the pious and eloqueut
Dwight
preme Court, upon a questi ti of fr^-uom or
so poorly (or the m< n
invested, and the la- j mean
of the different Marshal*
y
Ireports
n»-piar
by saying that it was a sinister attempt to
slavery contained in the Kansas Nebraska
Moi
r.
bor and attention required to make even a do
11 is
to-day’s
sen
act?
by diplomacy what could net be done by argube King c*i «S.iiuuiia .sec.-ns to
tig.,r nut as decent appearance, as tho newspaper busi- ment ?
Will they maintain that th--v* i*- absolute .n
independent M-verem-i, but as a Oii oral
s
Another fact bearing upon this mat»vereign power anywhere, in Uongr ss. ter- in the French army, “in the report which
Resolved, That, in tho preamble and resolutions,
ritorial government, or people of territory “IT*
;
v. it is s : !
,\(••:■• rd- ter of newspapers, has become patent to all adopted by this Conference, in which we have reor state to exclude
baked tho American Tract Society for its silence
bv t
slavery, without an if or
hi the basin
and that is, that the Metro- |;
and its time-serving policy ic respect to the evil
bat. or reference* to the Court for revision,
the night
23d
June, tl army
ti.. kina w
politan pai rs are fast undermining tlie of American slavery and the African slave trade,
or reference to the Constitution?
in- v>
a 1' //oh n,vr.;
D ire you assert, as a partv, as national ana to-day t.. :• lo
*ir sives the
Their weekly sheets, filled a* indicated by its publications, we do not wish to
'.b.wina country press.
j be understood h* giving countenance to the infidel
i by Della K
democrats—sound national democrats, tha* report eft
from daily editions, costing
nothmg.only for j objection, that the Bible published and extensivethe people of this country, upon a
i the ho t in the s. r..
lv
circulated by this Society, is either silent or
purpress work and paper, finds admittance into ly
The Paris
political question, in the spirit of the h-r> Guardian corr«-*p rnlent of the Mam.-he-t'-r
time-serving iu regard to these or any other *»vils,
who
to
their
iuiuiii.s,
say*:
many
ought
patronize
and patriot Jackson, may interpret “the
believing as we do, that, both in spirit and in
but do not, because a Boston or precept, it is open.y and gloriously opposed to nil
y* he real a*.. un'.s, now d.-spoGt*. d at the loc:T pr
Constitution as they understand it?*’ 1
War Oik
\e
u
f.-r the batfk- <-f .<• dt-rln
evil.
know yon have not *■ averted of lat -, and nintteen
dd ) taeusatiil killed and wounded New \ ;rk paper costs less, or only the same
ever

All

power of tongue or pen to do it justice.— ed for the growth and ripening of the cereal grains,
Bn>. Reed was dreadfully wounded in his we think the b» at harvest will be gathered this
Ladies or Hancock, Members of the Mount Ver- back. I saw the coat and vest in which he fail that bus been garnered for many seasons.
non Association of the Ladies' of the
Union.
Victims.—The ost office department has bee?
stood, and which were dreadfully rent by
I have the pleasure to inform
you. that a Cheek the
lie fell, supposing his wound, curtailing by reducing some very necessary mail
charge,
of Capt Joseph K. Jarvis of the U. ,S.
Ship Savan- mortal and remained pr strate and motion- j routes iu our county. The tri-weekly to Mt. Denah, for one hundred and fifty-two dollars 10-10;
sert is reduc.-d to a
semi-weekly. The Hucksport
less as far as possible, for the fiendish
on the Merchants Bank
and Ik-1fast from a tri-weekly to a
Boston, payable to the
seaii-weekly.—
such
wretches approached them and re-shot
order of Mary Ann Jarvis,
for
the
CounThe daily between Castine and Bangor to a triManager
ty of Hancock, the amount contributed by the as they supposed to lie still living.
weekly. with some other changes for the worse
Officers and crew of that
There lie lay with his comrades (five of The daily between Castine and
.-hip, then on the Central
Bangor has been
American Mat ion, to the Mount Vernon Associa- whom
until
established fur more than thirty years.
died) weltering in their gore,
Castina
has
been
tion,
remitted tuAtba Isabella Little, found
by his wife, who had pursued the is eminently a commercial town, and a daily mail
Vice Regent of Maine.
murderous band as they drove the prison- Is thcreiore of the utrnoet importance. Mount
This generous
Desert is a commercial section, and a
contribution, when far removed ers before them to the
large amount
place of execution.— of mail matter
from borne, from the defenders of our
Country's She lost
goes on to tbe Island.
of
as they went into a
them
sight
honor, wherever the American Flag wares, whethA(.stmi*g tub REsro.-tsi si Lines.
and were conceal.d as they inA friend re.
er in war or in
peace, is an evidence that they deep ravine,
have both hearts and minds, to venerate
tended to be, among the timber. She found latcs the following turkey story: A brother of
him.
his had a turkey which hatched a brood of little
who ha? been styled the Father of his
Country the spot. But what could she do? O, hotants this spring.
All of these were killed, or died,
and of their admiration of the seal, which has an- rid !
At the request of her Weeding husbut ofie, when Mrs. Turkey not
Ranted thedaughters of our Laud wherever localiking the idea of
band, she tied in haste, Peking with sweat
spending her time to so little purpose, laid a new
ted, unchilled or unonervated by clime, uudimin- and t irtured with the most
agony stock of eggs ar.d commenced
poignant
isheu by distance, whether
sitting again, taking
residing in the fog in- beneath a scorching July sun, to the first
care, at the same time, o5 the remaining little one.
wrapped New Brunswick, or in the calm and sur>
dwelling to 1** found. She soon raised help Before incibuSiun, this industrious turkey was killny Honolulu.
and hastened to the ?p >t where the dead, the ed by some stray animal ; then the male turkey
r.iis Unit :y rcmiti.iicc
by the hand* of one who
assumed the position and duties of its mate ; and
and the suffering lay.
U :- fifty-five years was a resident of
Hancock, has dying
And what is the apology fur all this? when our informant visited his friend, he wjs sitswelled the amount forwarded from our County
J!
WU«»
fuT ting on the eggs affr taking care of the young
twrl-ejr
ceeding the quota require*’ of Hancock, as her their deeds of death?
Why, just simply
proportion, on the ratio of population, of the five that the
r>r.i,n i.i Birr, Caol-t.—Hon. Rufus
and
wounded
men
were
Choate of
persecuted
hundred thousand dollar?, the limitation
imposed f *r Ukrty—were free state men—were abo- Bo,ton died at Halifax the mai
of j KU,
the
Mate
of Virginia in the act iuc
by
of the heart. Ho -a, taken ,5ck
-rp rating litionist*.
That is ail that they pretended
suddenly at tig
the Association.
Charles Jarvis.
o'clock Tuesrlay
»r,.) died the next mornat tlie time to allege, as well it
might be, for in* at 2 o cluck. evening.
He etnharked at Bolton on board
the sufferers were innocent, peaceable, unofof the

emanci-

saved from
child ?

»
2d best
Best Perpendicular
2d best

meetings, good hotel in process of building, and three or four small dwellings on
the town site.

Incog.

ameliorated, their

aver

father, mother

it

Horisontal play,.$C0.
«
140.
••
$60.

hall overhead for schools and

strongest

i not true, that the N. V. Tract Society has failed

i

a

a

.1
/•
...

j
scribers and had the paper forced on them. j
At that time the paper was not a year old. |
True, the preamble does say that the Society
and the offic1 wa* p »»rly stocked with mate- "has
heretofore failed to 'nuke it a influence felt
rial. and p> riy located. Since then we have but it does not
say that it had exerted no influicctit</ out our subscription, striking there- ence; and it does say, that it hesitates to exert its
fiom hundreds of names, and losing all their influence against the slavo trade.
Is there no
difference

store, with

—

Here it

it?
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lively

f the fate of all

was

For best specimen of Ladies'
there, and worshipped in concert with old
horsemaaahip
and endeared friends, with no ordinary in- and riding. $10. 2d best $5.
First
on
premium
terest.
trotting Geldings or Marat,
grand
On Monday I left, and after a ride of $10. 2d best $5. Also first premium trotting
Stock Horses, $6. 2d do $3.
scenery.
some fourteen miles
stopped at Osawatoinic
Little need be said of his moral and social
For best Stock Horse exhibited at the
Fair, m
at about 11 A. M.
character. In the words of his mother :
premium of $5 is offered.
This is a point of no little notoriety in
“Edward was always a good boy; he was
W.G.SARGEVT.^edgwick, 1 A waning eom.
the war of 1830. I was there often, at the
Amort Otis, Ellsworth, >
on
kind and obliging at home and I cannot reN. Walker, Orland.
)
first settlement of the place, in the fall and
trotting.
member that he ever spoke to mo a
J. W. Joxes, Ellsworth, 1
single winter of 1854. I attended the first reliAwarding com.
E. Swazet, Bucksport, >
on Ladies'
imprudent word.” Careful in the observand preached the first sermon,
gious
meeting
Bexj Rea, Sedgwick, >
ance of the JSubbath,
Riding.
generally discreet in 1 think, ever had in the place.
J. T. Graxt, Ellsworth,
his conduct and behavior,
temperate and inI have not been in the place since Feb.
Emja n Low, Bangor,
Awarding eom.
dustrious, frank and generous almost to a
James Emert, Bucksport,
on Engine
But 1 haw heard
'50, until this time.
J.
B.
Woods,
Castine,
fault, comjKinionable and kind to all, he was from
Playing.
them, and so have many otl»ers.
Addisox Dodge,Ellsworth,
J
leading a life that promised the solid man
In IS jG, the tow n was sacked and burnt,
and the worthy citizen. And is he no
longer and a number of its inhabitants, (five at
NEWS ITEMS.
with us? Can wo not hear him
reading at least) cruelly murdered. I was shown the
home with a voice into which his generous
Ranted.—Wo
hare paid for sixteen copies of
battle-ground, and the fatal spot where the the Genesee
heart seems thrown,
Farmer for six months, for the
reading, too, from a murdered men fell, by Rev. Mr. Adare who
purpose
of making a present of a
^
Bible that a thoughtful friend had
copy to each n>%t sub«crigiven was present, and assisted in taking up and ber of the American
for
a year, that sends $1,50 i«r
him? Can we not see him in the street,his
burying the dead. The funeral services a.lvance. This sterling agricultural paper is pubwhole-souled nature manifested in his mien, were attended at the common
lished monthly, is iu a quarto form and contains
grave.
in his respectful bow to bis elders and bis
;
I was introduced to, and enjoyed the hos- 32 pages to a number. Please send in
your names.
cheerful, hearty welcome to bis mates?_
pitalities for the night, with Rev. Mr. Reed,
Cnors
From inqniry among tho farmers in this
Cannot we see goodness in his heart, ambia Baptist
clergyman of this place, who was county we Warn that the hay crop will ba rery
tion in his eye and acbievments in bis fuone of the eleven shot and left for dead
by good inmost locality*. Io the shore towns the
ture .*
\es, the memory of him is pleasant the notorious Hamilton and his
party mur- grass root? were winter killed tos»tneextent ; but
to us and our faith in bis future is
not vain
d rers. He is a man of much apparent en- this failure is rery limited. Corn looks well, and
Our friends are with us,
ha? wonderfully improved for the last ten
though
days.—
ergy and firmness, intelligence and piety.1
(it:___
Potatoes are rery forward. Where the tops do not
—vunuwcs
sirangc, Ilis wife is of a kindred spirit, and will do
look very promising, good sized potatoes are found
IM-aster?, accidents and change,
That come to all;
goad wherever she may he.
in the hi.l.
Henna look exceedingly well.
With
Even in the most exalted state
The scene through which they passed is
good hay weather to gather in this important crop
Relentless sweep* the stroke of
fate;
too horrid to relate, if indeed it were in the aa l good weather fur the balance of the time needThe
fall.”

words, which would cost us nothing.”
We respectfully ask if the self-respect, and
Christian courtesy of the Congregationalist Con-

Nevertheless, having been rather sparing in
using our columns for the purposes of spreading out to the world all the minutia of our
business,—our hopes and our fears,—as well
as our private and personal matters, we ven-

acti-m, and o»nT1 c :
t .c last acti.lias n->t surii.-ed to v.rre i r
the wounded and
ury the dead. Ti e details of tiie battle ; So. eiino shews /rightful
At this ti:nn,our paying list is larger
on both s.ues.
l'.e.ow are some facts dues.
than ever b ore, and steadily increasing.—
.'.uj i.ic'.deri’s as gathered from papers
tht
Ly
oifi -e has been stocked with new type
T
City ot Washing!, ;.
and material-, to the am mnt of near two
^oltrriuo-racl’i anti Incident*.
1 lie Cavriana correspondent cl the London hundred dollars f >r each year since we have
Tunes writes Junhad el arg •. and the paper has been enlarged
As f.r the mat- ml result* of the day. they
r » the utmost capacity of the press to work.
w re, as you know
th
il
t
30 g ins
y
The type used now, is smaller in size than
and several thousand
; but thev are

>t

reason

?

Xay

would

living, with a portion ol friends and paying
|
subscribers, and a part. who never were subsince

body, I most re- desired; but, when connected with it he
following inqui.es. punctual and constant, ambitious of

The 2d reason is, that he thought 'Vur selfre*P-ct, and Christian courtesy would be better eaied fur, by rebuking them by our deeds, which

sors.
The American at that time
to distinctive
out rated juul d-tenuined
"PP »siti »:i t ail w h * d.-.n m i >f tlos public an experiment, and a doubtful one at that,
rvint.* a decent regard for t!v
principles of with a subscription list mad- up. in part,
public economy, and who would con**, rve the fr.*m copying the names from the direction
L ui n of these States by maintaining the
ho >k of defunct newspapers, embracing the
i :r;t an J p:i: c;>bs m which t.i y were
united.
g >d and the bad, political friends and political foes, and of the dea l as well as the
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the

lotions

vote

ever

duty,

in that

to

The American.
Thi« number doses the first half of the
•>fii volume of the American, and we desire

seem

vote

k-uveto

put
course,
assigned for voting against the and devoted
with all his energies to
study.
is, “that the opinion of the Conference
Ho became a ready writer and
was sufficiently indicated
respectable
by its vote approving
scholar. There is a vein of humor
of the Boston Society.”
running
In tiie report of the proceedings, the resolution through some of his
productions, while in
approving the Boston Society, was the last adopt- others the thought is solid and the feeling
ed; therefore when the resolution condemning the, sober. Nor are there
wanting in his wriY. Tract Society wir before the Conference
tings indications of a naturo sensitive and
there had been no vote of approval ol the Boston
finely strung. Some |*a*«ages in his Pike’s
Society.
Now how could a vote not y. t taken, have op- Peak journal, show how susceptible he was
to the beautiful and the
in Western
erated on the writer s mind to have iuduced him
The first

resi

Republican Nominations.

LOT M.

'a

he

negative

spectfully beg

P. NILES, fsuccessor to V. TV Palmer T
Newspaper
Avertising Agent. No. 1 Scllav’s Building Court
Street. Boston is authorizM t*>
etire adrertisements
lor |»«i*er, at the same rates as required
by us.
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--*cume." Emigrants, aa*
necessity which resulted in the proper de- I
*
Kansas Correspondence.
Agricultural-jir- daily. Imvelopment of his naturally well formed body.
Mr. Editor
The Trusties of the IUneock
last to the American, left me at Mt.
My
AgncuitufP0 on
His erect bearing and soldier-liko
gait Gilead, in Andison Co., K. T. This is cietjr at their meeting held at Ellsworth, jdf» *nd
Having noticed in yoar last No. a comm uniwere
in
cntion from the Rev.S.
strange contrast with the round ; one of the
offer additional premiums a& follow*:
Tenney,explanatory of the
fed on
many beautiful towns yet to be
action of the Maine Conference of
Premiums on Engine playing two hundred dof>
Congregational shoulders and awkward step of some of his built in Kansas, but as
exists
on
yet
mostly
Churches relative to Slavery and the N. Y. Tract coin pan ions.
lars to bo awarded in
prizes as follows:—
pap r. They have, however, one tolerable
Society and also co ntair.ing four reasons fur
lie could not attend scliod ns much as
4
Best

Oc (L'llsiuortb American,

Surry, July 12th, 1855.

of tho country. In the
uest, it is “hard to beat.”
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Cmuo* Boa 19—Messrs.

Lee A Earned
Seif PrcI'filing Meam iire Engine* over a eormnen road
from Trenton to
Philadelphia. Tbs trial was entire
ly tuoceuful and a speed maintained of from tea to
twelve mile* per hour. One
mile, including a long
hill, was made in six minutes.
of

Philadelphia,

Look

bare

run one

of their

Squall*.—A New York paper
imports with the abera
alarming cautiou. In the list of imports for on#
week only, are nearly a quarter of a million
dollars worth of arti'ies of luxuries.
err

head* its

for

weekly

notice cf

Agricultural College.—Tho corner stone af
Agricultural College was laid in the town of
Ovid Seneca County, New
York, the 7th inst. An
address was delivered
by Ex Gov King.
an

Wisro

Wijro.—The present political war biwings of the democracy in California ha never been exoeedod in
bitterness, it Is said.
of the I Senator
Gwin has lost ground and cannot
regain

our

way
8 or 10

asd

tween the

his

on

0*

_x-

two

position*

i

B°n- Daniel E.
Sickles, has become reconthe not »rious Oxford, of some
ciled to his wife,and is now
living with her in mar*
houses; not more anywhere in sight, and yet | ital relations, as
before the Key tragedy.
there it was said more than 1G00 voters were
Lucy Stone says there iseotton in the ear*
polled in Oet. 1857. It has never polled of QT
men and
hope in the bosoms of women”—a
more than 25since.
What wholesale fraud ! 1 mere slip of the pen,
probably, she doubtless meant
and yet but for the integrity of Walker and t utber way.
j
Til. member, of tho Kanao.
Stauton, and for which they lost their
oon.titutional oonces, it would have passed current and beeu rcntioD ore tbu. domed by tho decretory of th*
annetioned by tho government. As we drove oonrention:—Republican St; Democrat 17; 1*.
1.
through tho far famed towu, I noticed a flag dependent
flying upin the top of an insignificant store,
We are indebted to Hon.
John AI. Wood, for
full two feet, perhaps 2 12 feet square, dis- valuable public
documents.
the
and
the
stars.
What it'
playing
stripes
Appoixthext.. —Tho following .ppoi.to.eota
is intended to indicate, I cannot tell. One
were made by the
Governor and Executive Connthing is sure. To perpetuate its existence, eil at their late session:
or mark the
where
it
stands
is
not
at Valuation
spot
Commissioners_
all desirable. Bather I should say let it die
L. Q. Phi I brook, Sedwiek.
JohnS. Chadwiok, Bangor.
out, and no stone and still less a flag bo seen
W. P.
Uarriman, Belfast.
to perpetuate its disgraoo.
James Erskine, Bristol.
Ebenezer Wells, M. D., Freeport.
At about 6 1-2 P. M., we arrived at KanDaniel Pieroe. Kittery.
sas city on tho Missouri river from
Bobort Thompson, Gardiner.
which
place we embarked on tho steamer Sky Lark Trustee of Reform School—
P B. Mills, Bangor.
on Wednesday tho 29th ult. at 8 A.
M. In
about forty-seven hours wo arrived at St. Trustees Insane Hospital.
John L. Cutter,
Augusta.
Louis, a distance by the river, of 4G4 miles.
K. Woodhull,
Bangor.
From thence weoarae by R. K. to Cleaveland.
Ohio, thence to Bjffalo by steamboat and
Till* nn 3tat« Fair—The Trutoe.
or the*1?"
Alamo State
Society, at their
by tho cars, and thenoe to Niagara Falls, meeting lad week, Agricultural
ruled to change the time of
where we spout the Sabbath and Fourth
of holding th. Fair from the 13th of September next
Th®7 h»*« ‘‘“no Uii. un account of
July.
,!*■~u.
tno
Stato electiuu
coming on the 13th. The Fair
will therefore bo on the
J. GuLrATRicK.
20th, 21«t, 22d and 23d of
*
*h®
-‘■‘ora giro publicity
4th,
Niagara, July
‘1
to tbu
of
change t.«,
*
was

offi-!
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BUSINESS CABPg.

MRS* WINSLOW,

I

Sheriff* of our CounHaxcock,
An experienced Nurse and Female Physician, presents to
ties of Hancock, Penobscot. York, Cumberland,
the attention of mothers, her
Lincoln, Kennebec, Oxford, Somerset, Washington, Waldo. Piscataquis, Fmnklin, Aroostook, Androscoggin and -ngadahoe, or either of
their Deputies,—Greeting:
For Children
We Command y< u to attach tlio Goods
) or Estate of 11. F. Copeland of Boston, which gr< ally facilitate* the process of teething, by softenS j
ing the gums, reducing all Inflamation—will allay ALL
in
tho
of
Commonwealth
Massichu
\
J
1'AI.N and spasmodic action, and is
sett*, Merchant; to the value of Eight
SURE TO REGULATE THE BOWELS
hundred Dollars, and summon the said defendant
(if ho may be found in your precinct,) to appear Depend upon it, mothers, it will give reel to yourselves, and j
ft*

pages, containing some of
ballads, with mueic. It!* pub*
Ditson A Co, Boston, and for sale
In this village by Moses Hole.

To tho several

SOOTHING

SYRUP,

Sr. A. D. CRASTR*
Icrs hu preftMtontl Krrter* to til. MsMtoMf of !s*«
ic* end vicinity, for aoothcr root.
my Good reference* given when required.
*®tf
ily 1,1M0.

Teething.

’*'*

Godey’s Lady’s Book for August same to hand
It possesses its usual
more than a week since.
attractions, and maintains its high position.

Petersoh's Maoazive.—The August number
number of
promptly on our table. It is a good
good $2 magazine.

is
a

Tub Hons Maoaziss for August is a sterling
number. The steel plate engraving of “Crossing
is mostbeautiful. Moses Ilalo will sup.
a brook

ply

all orders.

Motvr Vi:nPo*.—We have received
from the publisher, J. H. Byram, 112 South Third
Street, Philadelphia, a large engraving, exocutcd
Viiw

op

colors, of Mount Vernon. This engraving
is offered at the low price of fifty cents, and should
be possessed by all those who would proserve a
ia oil

view of the

premisos,
Washington.

*

lio the remains of

where

Fatal Railroad A< cidkxt.—Last Saturday
afternoon, I?aao Sanborn, mate of the schooner
Eolipse of Sedgwick, Me., was walking on the
track of the Old Colony Railroad, n«*r»r Leigh St.,
when he was struck by a locomotive, the wheels of
Which passed over one of his legs, crushing it badly. Hie skull was fractured, in addition toother

injuries, Which resulted fatally about 3 o’clock
yesterday morning at the Massachusetts General
Hospital.—[Boston Journal, lSfA.

speciai,_N()Tk;hs.
Winslow, an experienced nurse and female
physician, has a Soothing Syrup for children teething,
which greatly facilitates the process ®f teething by softenMrs.

ing the gums, reducing all inflammation-—will allay nil
pain and is sure to r> gulate the bowels. I>*|»end upm it
mothers, it will give rest to y mrsHves and rvlirt and health
to youi infants.
Perfectly safe In all cases. See advertisement iu another column.
lyifl

BOOKS WITH GIFTS.
HONESTY 19 T11K BEST POLICY.
Don't be deceived any longer!
We (the originator* of the Gift IW-.k Huai wss.) wi?1
send our large new Ca'ologocs, in hook form. |»w*tag.- |>ald
ALBERT COLBY \ Co
to any ad-tress.
I o. 20 Washington st., Boston, Main.
3i»2&

before our Justices of tho Supreme Judicial Court
next to bo holdon at Ellsworth, within *nd for our
County of Hancock, on the fourtii Tuesday of
April next, then and there incur said Court to
answer unto the President, Directors and Company of the Bucksport Bank, a Corporation duly
established by law and doing business at Bucksport in said County of Hancock.
In a plea of the case, for that one Daniel Robertson at Frankfort in said State of Maine, to wit:
at said Ellsworth on the 2Ctli day of October, A. |
D. 1858, made his certain bill of exchange under
his hand in writing of that date, directed to the
defendant nt Boston aforesaid, and thereby requested eniil Deft, for value received, in four
months after date of tho same to pay to the order
of Daniel Robertson Esq., the sum of five hundred
dollars and charge the same to the account of said
drawer, and afterwards, to wit: on the same day,
at said Bucksport, the said Robertson by his endorsement under his band on tho same bill directed tho contents to be paid to tho Phis, which sai l
Bill the said Plffs. afterwards on the sama day at
said Boston presented to said Deft, for acceptance,
and the sai Dft. did then and there accept the
same and thereby became liable and in consideration thereof then and there promised the PUT*, to
pay them the contents of said kill according to
its tenor; Yet the said Deft, though requested
| when the said bill became payable, refused and
neglected to pay tho same, and the Plffs. aver
I that said bill was protested for non payment
thereof—by reason whereof said Deft, became liaI ble to pay to said Plffs. as well the contents of
said bill, as also the cost of protest thereof, which
i Pltfs aver In be the sum of two dollars, and three
per cent of the amount of said bill, a* damage,
for the non-payment thereof.
Yet though often requested tho said Defendant
has not paid satd sums hut neglects so to do, to
the damage of said Plaintiffs (as they say) the
sum of Eight hundred Dollars, which shall then
and there he made t" appear with other due damAnd have you there this writ with your
ages.
j doings the ein.
| Witness,—Joint P. Ti.vxky, Esquire, nt Ellsworth this fourth day of March, in the year of
j1 our Lord one thousand eight hundred and fifty.
P. W. PERRY, Clerk.
nine.

|

■

OR. CHEKSKMAN’S PII.LS,
I,. Chcesanan, M. D
Prepar'd by Cornelius
Fork
Xtw

ruption

City.

present

I

LONG ISLAND. ME.

ALBION K. P. LUST,
DEPUTY SHERIFF.
ISLAND, MB.

LONG

JOHN R. L17NT,
VSTICE OF THE PEACE AM)

Attorneys, counsellor at Law,
*■'.1Is worth Maine:
2i.
Jfliee 'verCyrus Biowu’a Store, Malta Pt:

I. H. THOMAS,
S li E R I F F
HANCOCK COl'NXV MAINE.
Office in Granite Block, Main St., Ellawortk.
20.

Payers.

\LL

due in

NOTICE

is

>
and
his earnings nfrthis date.
Witness: S- Wasson.

Immediately,

HIRAM YOUNG.
3*26

Franklin, July 19, 1*69.
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testament of
Mrs REBECCA

II.

.1

\RVI3,

late

of

Castine,

0 I860.

Castine, July

!
j

1,;.
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CiiXG

»« k. *j.
To the several sheriffs of ourC* cn
tics of llancoek, Penobscot, \ >-rk, Cumberland
Einci In. Kennebec. Oxford, Somerset. Washing
ton, Wald'
Piscataquis. Franklin, Aronst-.uk
or either ot then
Ati-lr*
c.; :i and >agadahoC,

H

U> do.

NOTICE.
They should not be used during Presruancy, a* a mil
carriage would certainly result Herefrom,
i* Warranted purely cogitable, and free from anythinr in
Ktpllcil directi us, which *h*ul.
Juri m* to life of health
Pr.ee $1. aeut by ir.n
be read, accompany each bn*.
Sold by one Drug
on enclosing $l to the General Agent.
v
ti
gist in every town in the t utted 3t.it v For sale by

;

—

all widths of

tlte

—

l"p

EUGENE HALE.

BEL TINGS! !

AND

Counsellor at ha\r%
Attorney
ELLSWORTH, ME.
Will give his attention specially *nd promptly
and

KIP UPPER LKATAER;

Haiinf.-u Leather, ami a very large
Chaise.Top Leather, average 30
feet per side.
Also, a Prime, Fresh Stock of

TAYLOR.

Greeting:
We c inmaiid y*.u

I

I

or

|
)

nr

BOOT, SHOES & SHOE STOCK,

Die F. R. SWAZEV

~M

RR

A

—

ELLSWORTH. ME.

■

...

OYSTER
A!ID

EATING HOUSE!

CHAEPEST.

CHEAPER THAN THE

J. W. COO .MBS, Proprietor,

Osgood's Bloofa,

«:

>

AT THE OLD STAND,

DRY GOODS,

I I: I ).

I

West

—

Goods,

just
GOODS,

BOOTS and SHOES,

Freedom Notice.

m

India

Charles
ORLAND.

Freedom Notice.

i*

WOOLEN

e it

v i

H^L^GI^CrS.

AND

Deah

CROCK

Notice.

*,

West Market

Notice of Foreclosure.

Calf

-i

Linings

—

OPPOSITE THE ELLSWORTH HOUSE.

Skins,

and

MAY 16

NEW SHOE STORE

Harness Leather,

Upper Leather,

S. T. WHITTIER,

Bindings,

Kid and Goat

Seat and Collar

1

Skins,

LADIES’, MISSES

Leather,

CHILDREN’^,

1

NEW GOODS!

Custom

Every thing

Notice of Foreclosure.

give

Made,

Lasts and Shoe

■

Pegs,

Shoe

CHAMBERLAIN,

Please call.

WOOD Tl RMXCr,

|

|

Oolong

unparulcled

GEO, F DUNN,

rpHE

I

Town,

New and Large Stock

J

Michigan,

~Wood

GAPS*

Spice*, Ac-,

astonishing

ROBINSON & HARDEN.

fiaugor.

_

Hancock Bank;

Carding and Weaving.

|

w-antTcdT

ELxtra Notice.

t5

jilt}

|

|

tLMEB.

15

SARGENT,

SVCCEKSOltS TO

UFXRY

AVERT.

General founuissioii Mr re bail a,
wnoLESALE AXO RETAIL DEALERS*!*

Vim? ZH'DU SDDiS.
Sim* CHANDLERY A STORES.
!05

NO

COMMERCIAL STREET, HEAD OF
COMMERCIAL WHARF,

BOSTON.
HATHAWAY & LANGDON.
DEALERS IN

FLOUR f GRAIN,
No. 6. INDIA STREET.

i

(OPPOSITE THE CUSTOM HOUSE,)
.JAU-.N
JOHN

H.

HATHAWAY,)
LA XU DON, 5

•ROQ’T'O’V
J- V/ A.N

#

SARGENT.

ABBOTT &

Wholesale Grocers,
AND

EFALERS

IX

Cigars, Nuts, Couulry ProSarr, 4tr.
75 & 77 Broad Street

BOSTON.

TERMS

MEAI,

Fancy Articles, Cutlery, Toys,

W. A.

|

Office, Prospect IIarbck.

Crockery Ware, rS,i

FLOUR AND,

CAMFO

aUia.tsoap, Candles,

HAT* ft

Giisttaill.

S-A-RGEjat,

DURHAM

prices.

large
Style
WROUGHT COLLARS,
Hosery
Silk, Mohair long and short
Mitts.

Boots and Shoes,

Turning

j

$1.50,
place

grade

anotiieu

Findings

DAVIS,

$1,50

CORN, FORK. &c.

kinds,Sou.

Toil

Spring

satisfaction.

J F.

|

Steam

Maine.

Will attend the Supreme Court at Ellsworth.

Italy.
{styles Mourning
(Crape,
yds.

sold warranted

LMEB,

B. M.

styles
Germany

England,

notice,

ATTORNEY & COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
GOULDSBOKO’, HANCOCK CO., Maiitt.

Black 8ilks.

FLOUR, FLOUR, FLOUB

I

L. U-

day $4,000

GOODS,

DRi:SS

short

at

ELLSWORTH.

GOODS,

DRY

comprising

..

Sugiii

Planing

priced,

Shoemakers’ Tools,

Yellow aad White Cara,

COOPERS' STOCK. Ac.

ANOTHER LARGE LOT OF

1

VEAZIE,

BARRELS, PAILS,
IRON AND WOODEN HOOPED BUCKETS.

part

3 DM3 3 31IM3,
At great bargains.

Picker and Luce Leather,

>

&

Go.,

Manufacture rs and dealers In

18511.

opening

&

B, ULMER,

L.

i

Notice of Foreclosure.
>

LORO &

Keeps constantly on hand 11 urn esse!'of all kind*
Trunks, Carpet Buga, Yalices, Whips, Lashes, dc.
Harnesses Cleaned and Oiled at short notice.
30
Ellsworth, June 10, 1x38.

Ellsworth, April 20.1859.

Sole Leather,

>-

i

Seed,
kinJ, &c, &c, Sfc.

S. W. PERKINS.

Square, Bangor.

TRUNKS,

.STOKE OX MMX STREET.
(opposite the Ellsworth House.)

«

I-.

<

Manufacturer of

goods.

exchange

produce

No. 19,

HENRYnOLLlHS,
HARNESSES and

HARD VV AREy

Glass,Nails

Farming

STORE.

LEATHER

GOODS,

RET* GLASS; AM&

Cloths, Clothing, $-c.,

in

rs

I Next Door below Whitirg’s Store, Main Street,
1
Ellsworth.

Clothing

Ready

44

JostPii Hi it mi & (*.,
MERCHANT
TAILORS,

Large

*-

entrusted

to all business
to him.

Ilosery

style, Flannels,

Maine-

Prompt attention given

Plaids, Thibet.*,
Ginghams.
Spring

variety

Hamlin,

COUNSELLOR & ATTORNEY AT LAW,

GROCERIES
found,
Style

'English,

Know

M.\iti\K.iHri;x\i

STATE STREET, ELLSWORTtI, II*.

PETERS’ CORNER.

■

SURGEON.

Late Thomai RcblDEon's,MM
Rfaidcsc. asv Office
Tinker's Tavern, MAIN STREET,

NEW GOODS!!

I K I >•

48

officer.

PHYSICIAN AND

j

Agent for

Qualifying

and

HINGING.

IS

BELL

T H E

|

oj the Peace a*d Quomm.
LONG ISLAND, ME.
Notary Public, Commissioner on Wrecks and
Justice

M OUT FOR TIE EMU!!

Pl'O. KSJUK. TO Or. V AN t\i LSi'.li..
(• nil ich the Good
Estate or Daniel I\• *G.• rts.-n f Duton, in tlie commonwealth f Ma.-s.i
{
e’ausetts, Gentleman; t the value o 1 OFFICES—No.3 StrioHiind’s Block. Bangor;
TOOI.S and findings.
hundred Dollars, and summon the raid De
No. 75 Middle Street, Portland;
Eight
For sale extremely low for cash at my old stand.
Peck LUsworth, Ms.
No. 11 State Street, Boston.
fendant (if be may be found in your prrcii-ct,
r.. r.. iirrcuixos.
No.55 West Market Square. BANGOR.
t the Supreme .1 u
t*. appear before <-ur Ju-t.ec*
th
Central
'’■"Ill*3 Expre*** will leav.- R. ? >r i'r Boston direct, per
dicial C,.urt next to be holden in Ellsw-rtli. with
E. P. BVLDWIV
* \ SFullD,
>trainer M
I
very M spat and Thprs< ur C’ounfv <»t llanc*.ck, on
the
fourtl
In
and
for
3m 20
June 10th.
United States, 165 Chambers, St., Xeie tor. 1
\,m
.r I’
t. i: d and B> •ton. per
a
pay, at 11
of April next, then arid there in our sni
Tuesday
W
>;•
Wedxksamt
I*\N IEI,
EB^TEIt. every Monday,
To whom all Wholesale orders should be aJJressed.
Directors
an
Court to answer unto the President,
pay and Fripat. at 0 ■•'• lock a. vt
C* mpany of the Duoksp-rt Hank a Coporatio »'
Money and M'-re-ai.dlse f'.rw'ard'-d to all parts of the
E. II. STOCK BRIDGE
d:.i •. ..f tr in-port.itn s <•.,{ ,t>.
a oj.•;«»»}.*
duly estab!i-ho*! by law an! doing bu-.ncss u t World where
Notes Dra
Bills S
ted
Hills of Exc
Hancock.
univ
c*f
rt
in
-aid
Ducksp*
*1 ;»» «•’;;•»'-? i. c e
olmi c! pur h
Orb r»
the purchase
;
In a plea f the case for that th*- sai-1 Deft, o
will sell
f ii *1*, «>f
d-*cripi|..n promptly attended
UouUl'boru’- 4*h inst.. *»y II M Soule, Ks<j Mr. W.i
the’Jf t'i dav -f' * tob'-r A. D. Iat Frankfoi
Note* or It.;
i«l .• B-.-t i. or New V ik by p
graph.
Ale*. 10 1
cy Y'*ung. bith of O.
ren Young t-> Mi-s N
w
t: at *ai I l.iGw rt!.
f
Main-.
<
in
Slate
taid
will
be
returned
(U
refs
nil
JWo**>•
rcif
/or
Jy Rert
Mr Brewer tt 3pur.ni of G-, to Mis* Martha EL t; But
made his certain full *>f Exchange in writing, u;;
toon as practtcQbl*.
ker. of Franklin.
dc-r bis band of that date, directed to one It. f
agents on the route.
S >rth H»nC'«lt—liin* 2S, by ^i^lnant Butler, i-s.)
of 1 1
Wiicy flail, Jr., of Goui.lsbJro*, to Martha W. Dorr
C*»p* land at Do.-ton in the C-tnn.onw alth of Mu
Il.iveorv —T p. W AMiATT; Frankfort—0 S.SIl.?BY;
,u;- *
sachuict:-1 mid thereby re.^ui-t« d -aid C.
•».
\
El l..-*. B».ikA>T—!'. D. I*INKPAAinsr.o.f
1
in four in inths after the date thereof t- pay t :!;
'AMIIIN-J. M K N* HI WOOD;
IIA
COCHRAN;
It... ki vvi.—r II
)
order of said Daniel Kybert-<-u t he .-urn ; fn
r—W. W WHITE.
w
Tit Mi-f 'S B .1 At‘NS’»N I
! hundred di liars, value received, ami the said K
VKA/.1E, I.**UD vV «. IIMBEULAIN, Ei.t swiiRTH.
his
niei
*amvndorsi
there
on
the
erlaon
lav,
by
returned from Boston with the LARGEST and ( HK.AI
year
Sedgwick—2'Jth u!t Mr Dari ! Ila.ding, aged
The subscriber has
& Co.
CRANE
•.!
under his hand of the same ill. directed t’..e
Brooklu—Juue fSth.Mr. David Carter, an aaredri.l/
ever offered for sate in Ells2.‘»tf
13j3.
and
Banger,
3,
April
of
stock
DIU'
3
EST
7
aft
Elisha
Alien,
be
t->
the
Plffs
mid
aged
year
t->
inst
tents
thereof
Brooklin—8lh
('apt.
paid
DeLains,
Phebc Ann, daughter
Now
\\ e*t Brook*?UJc -l(kh in*t
which may be
wards ou the same day at -aid Boston t o Pim;
worth,
among
J.whua Daii*. Jr., aged 3 m-nith*.
Prints of
tiffs presente-1 the same bill t-> said C peland 1
and American
Black Silks, French,
a
and
v
the
wh
lul
a-'
.-am©,
subscriber
a'l
men
bv
t!v’<*
that
the
I,
•pled
presents,
a-*ocptan.*e,
Sk.rts of the laWatch
of
Shawls,
stylo,
do hereby n l:i.q‘.>h to mv daughter, Amity Gray
March cun-nt at sui
every
terwarJs on the first day
of evory kind.
Igimpher, the time f h**r minority, will claim non** of her
Gloves,
test
Dostnn the same bill being then payable was pr«
QtTTE LOW.
arnings nor pay any d-bis of her c infracting afrr this
sen ted t*» sai<l c.,pcland for payment thereof, bi
STEPHEN LANPHKU.
dat
the said Cop land tlicn and there refused t
pa k
Sinned in presence of Gno. A. Lake.
PLEASE CALL.
23tf
FOIST OF EI.I.NWOKTII.
assortment of
A
the same, and the same bill was then and ther
3w23
B
rt, J iue Hd, 1863.
an hived.
therefor, of which sai l Deft ha
duly
protested
July 13.
consider
liable
und
in
notice and thereby became
*
Schrs
Abigail Haynes, I»r4 from Hortou.
ation there f then and them promised tliu PIff 1
••
T NOW all men by thes-presents, that I, the subscriber.
Ariel, Treworgy, do.
the ooutents of said Pill* togetht
t«> pay the n
l.\ r-! uqi >'• to my S' mi Joseph E. Saunders.
•*
1 !.•
tuiblcm, Murch, do
with the costs of protest which Plffs. aver t<- b
I shall pay none of Ida
th« remain.h *.f In* minority.
ever offered in this market
Made
CLEABED.
two dollars, ami three per c-nt u uri the aiu -uui
debt, nor claim his earnigs after thi* d lie.
and the best selected stock of
Ma«KS SAUNDERS, JR.,
JUST RECEIVED a large assortment of lious
of said bill as damages f.-r the non-pay meat then
*•
Forest, Wood, Scdcra.
Sacndkrs.
the
latest
Witness—Mark
ot
Curtains
and
of.
styles.
«'
Paper,
Superior, Moon, Huston.
'Dw'Jj
Or land. July 7. Ia53.
DARWIN N. A1U0R A Co.
11
Also, for that tho Defend nt at Ellsworth,!
Georgia, Alley, do
__
(ore-aid, on the day of the purchase of this Wri
••
Catbariuo Heal, Chute, Rondout.
to the Plaintiffs in another sunt
indebted
Garden Seed
Gurss
•*
Calais.
being
Ancona. M scomber,
Tools, Paints and Oils, Window
s x hundred Dollars,for so much money b**f -re thi
«•
II^IIERE VS my wife, Errilv Dyer,has left my bed and
Otronto, Hammond, Boston.
Groceries of every
MEAL.
and
L1
FLOUR
said
Defendant
the
CORN",
and
received
time
had
by
lt>.
b«wird without any Justifiable cause, I therefore for»|
I
tor
taken in
the Plaintiff'.* use, in consideration thereof, pron
bid all persons harboring or trusting her on my account,
«
All kinds of country
Agnes, Treworgv, do
as I shall pay no debts of her contracting after this date.
iscd the Plaintiffs to pay them that sum ou d<
••
George «t Mary, Iy>rd, do
JOTIIAM S. DYER.
1.
man
"
Yaudalia, Griffin, do
*3w24
Waltham, »uly 5, ls53.
Yet thouffh often reaucsted t!ie sail Defendin' fl
ABBIVED.
htro not pai l said sura but neglect 9>to do, 1
•*
tho damage of said Plaintiffs (us they say) t
Morning Star, Clay, Portland.
••
Commodore, Grant, Portland.
sum of Eight hundred Dollars,
which thall tbr 11
__
AI^HERE VS, Jain-- Stubl s, 2»|, th-'n of llucksport lu
••
do
Thurber,
and there be made t<» appear with other due dan
Compeer,
St ite
III tv of Hancos-''.
f Maine, now an
t!oII
Oak, Hemlock and Slaughter.
«i
Barcelona, Whitmore, Boston.
ui ierui'e ami
unknown, on the fourth nay or >
ages. And have you here this Writ with your d>
«•
It ittan, Davis, do
veinher. a. n 1839. by his deed of that date, recorded in
lug- thereon.
••
II iie-ock Registry, v •! 8*. page 17•». convoyed to the unW ituc-s, J' iin S. Tknm.v, E*<piirot at EUswort
Elisabeth, Remuiick, do
Half Oak and Hemlock.
• ih-r-igned. a certain p
ce.if Ian I of about forty acres, sit- Oak,
^
this fourth day of March in the year of our Lor j
uat'd m said Hu:^s|>«>rt. it la-in.'a part of lot numbered
«
Zulett**, Millikcn, do
one thousand eight hundred ami filtv-nine.
f
h reference
l»5. f a more part
u!ar d—u-ription
««
P. W. PERRY, Clerk.
Slaughter, Wax, Hemlock and Oak Cordova, Kip, !
Valhalla, Davis, do
the omit ions of said
may l»<* liad to tin- deed on record
Patna Kip and Shavings.
p>ken and I claim to f-pcl >se the
m.tr;_-age b ve b- -n
CLEARED.
accor li
sat
th" eovisiona of the statute, an 1 In-reSTATE OF M ATNE.
•'
notice
of
the
auuu.
Bangor, Jordan, Boston.
Hancock, is.
Supreme Judicial Court, Apr I by give
JOHN X. 5WA7.KV.
French and American.
Terra, 1859.
3 v24
«
to
Just received and
Bt.ck«port, Juno 29th, 1859.
Doris, Curtis, do
On the foregoing suit it is ordered by the P u
worth of
ARRIVED.
a
as.
that notice of the pendency thereof be given to a
Fancy. White and llussett, and apron skina for: Offers M hi* friends and the public geueraly large
»•
sortuieut of
Blacksmith*.
Margaret, Day, Portland.
persona interested, by s erving an attested copy
*•
IIT HF.ltKAS, Nathaniel .1 Murch. of hll*w..rth, in tho
the writ and tiiisorder thereon ujm.ii tho su'd Dai
Panama, Tate, do
of
Oe*
c-.ur.tv
f
Hi
<k.
n
the
f
ur'eenth
«
e
11
the
same
thri
day
id Robertson, or bv publi-hing
Wanderer. Balatla, Boston.
20.
weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, 3 tuber, a u 1*5.8, by his mortgage d ---d of that date, duly French Kid, Curaeoa, Cape, Sandwich Islands,
«>\ecii-e(l and
c >r led, convi vd'o tin* subscriber a c r••
Tampico, Bronze and Glove.
Sarah Ann, Benson. N Y.
newspaper printed in Ellsworth in said Count;
Uni 1 it or parcel of lac 1 situate in h Haworth aforesaid,
a largo
of which are RICH and LOW
*•
the last publication or service aforesaid to be 1 bring the htmie*te.id ->f v»,d Nithmlel J. Murch, and
Senator, Means. Boat- n.
•«
least thirty days before next term of this Court 0 b..ui,,led as follows, to Wit: Beginning St ft small ceilai
Arboroer, Smith, Boston.
Enamelled, Dash.
be holdeu at Ellsworth,* thin andf..r the County .f tree l»rMil the bri-k kiln 211 f.-dar street, on the bank
cleared.
thence south eighty— vt-n and one-half degrees east to th»
j Hancock, on the fourth Tuesday of Uotoler nex
••
head line, according
at
I’-ters’
thence
plan
southerly
Ariel, Treworgy, Warebam.
there appearand an^wI that they may then and
right angle* sixty four nd*
thence at right .angles to th* Buck, Moose and Patna.
JJ B—They are not the Western made Boots and Shoes
Capt John, Smith, Calais.
shore
, to said suit if thev tiiinK fit.
thence by th-- shore Co the place of beginning, in**
that have carried you from home so many times, aud then
Warronlou. Cousins, Boston.
of late
abou t all the new
Attest. PARKER W. PERRY, Clerk.
cluding Kendrick Point, and embracing in all one hundred
unable to return with you, but they are
Ballran
M
<1
and
a
Hens
more
and
the
condition
in*-nti"iii
Fulton'*,
arrivals from
nr less;
whepas
A true copy of the writ and order of Court there*
France,
Ilarringtc-n’s, Coburn"*,
in said mortgage lias been broken, by reason whereof I
i
win’s. Morehouse's and Ames’ Shoe Knives, SkivDoncvrii POKT*.
Attest, PARKER W. PERRY, Clerk.
Among which may be found. New
claim
ts»
>-« the tame, and h* p by give notice thcreol
forecl
Wallae,
Bosto5—»Ar 18th brig North America,
ing, Solo Leather. Clieker, and Paring Knives;
of
Goods,Challics, Del-ains,
as by statute provided in such cases directed.
'• ! Hancock,
Howard’* Hammer:-; 11 irrington*, Cobb *, PackApril 11 th. 1859.
Jonesport; lehrs X H Hall, laird, Calais; Flore'
JO? IIL A It JORi'AN.
Western
DeChines, Poul DeChavre, Mininino mote than
Busl '■ !
T>* the Honorable e.-urt of County Commisaiot
and Snell's Heel Shaves; Ruggle’s Shank nntl will cost you
ard's
t.
his
Hall, Calais; John, C.dbeth, Machias;
Limits
Aity.
By
Haln,
Rich fast colors Lawns at 12
vians, 500
Wit haul, Surry; Malcoiu, Janies, Mt Desert » |
ers, within and f.»r tho county ot Hancock.
Laster*; AUerton'a, Woodward's, Titus', Nickels made ones,
3w24
Ellsworth, July 3d, 1S59.
1-2 cts., &e.
200 Parasols from 50 cts. to
We the undersigned would respectfully repn
Forrlster, Murch. Ellsworth; Polly 1 Claris*;
King’s, Fi>xon A Brook'*’ and Mecuon’s Awl.*;
to
J
ones
is
vei
port • sent that a road in the following location
Skirts from 100 to $2,50.
Field’s Zinc, Iron and Steel, *liin, stout and overGreadle, Sedgwick; Hump, Kelley,
$2,50, Steel
much naedt-d, viz: commencing at the town r>>; '1
stout Nails; Shoe Tacks and Kouud Heads, Sizo
!
;
Also, a 1 »rge assortment of Stella and CashPilfiun, Barter, do.
’llfllKIlKAS, H ill .m 11. in- r. «»n the 14'h day of March
Sticks, Knife Strap*. Burnishers, Peg Wheels,
W*»t Broorsvii.i.e— Ar 17th, brig Beave ! at Reuben lirimllc’a in the town of Penobsco
mere Shawls from
to $5,00.
h
Ro»
in tin- year 1*45, by his tl>-*-*l of in irtgage, convey
t|
Bottom and Blacking Brushes, Welt Knives,
Tapfey. Bangor; ochr Phebe Ann, Green; sld lSI thence by Mrs. Smith s, thence by Elisha
Mr. Whittier feels assured that his several rears ‘•xpertit- following >1 **cril »•>!
i deu’s, theocc by Natbuuitl Rowdeu s, thence l y ed to Uu.,g* D«g»ne, n >w
Round
Double
Kahn
Irons,
Colts,
Stick*,
Files,
Gott,
ilingham.
Aulbiacophora,
! let f land, to wit
lence, in the Manufacturing business enables him to meet
commeuci::? *•» the t wn road leiiding
■
Denis Carter's, thence by \ndrew Warren's, i n fr< in tin- Cottle Farm t■> the
Shoulder Stick*, French \N heels, Kit Files, Welt the wants of every customer.
.>mty p> id near John C. Ho- 1
i the town of ltluebill thence t»» the town mad nci
Also made to o.der every s'yie, color aud quality.
mer’s and running n >rth sixty-four degrees wc»t sixtyTrimmers, Sand Stoue, Ark insas Stone,
three ro«lAlonzo Stover’s, to the town road in RUu hill.theiu-e norh twenty-six degrees east forty,
i We can show you more Black Silks of
every
at
u
land
south
t
seven
to
f
Low
II
thence
Honorable
Abner
r<ils,
therefore
yWe
sixty
body
pruy your
from 62 1-2 cts. to
than
Boot Forme, B ot Tree* and Feet, Peg Jacks, Skiv- |
yiew said route locate said road as in Uu'y boui d lour degrees east -ixty three rods by said Lowell’s land r21tf
the said town road thence by said town rood to the hounds
June 13th 1869.
and
PutBoot
Blocks
Ellsworth,
and
other
Shoe
can
find
in
in
Machines,
ing
will over pray.
you
any
ftrd named, containing fifteen acres more or less ; and
terns.
this
and shall still conDennis Carter and 32 others.
w hereas the r.uiditistia of sa il
mortgage deed have id I
been complied with, theref" re. by the authority invested
to
sill
them
at
low
tinue
j
iu me, the subscriln-r, us iidininistratol of raid deceased’*
STATE OF MAINE.
As before, French Vails.
Shoe Duck, Shoe Binding. Galloon, Black Ball,
claim to foreclose the same for conditions broken,
T1ATE Just received a large lot <* Freeh Ground FI01
Hancock, hs.—Court of County Commissioner 1 estate,
lot ot New
Also, another
as tho statute provides.
Edge Blacking, Boot Webbing, Oxalic Acid,
A* direct from *ew Fork, consisting of
April Term, 1859.
SEW A LL LAKE. Administrator.
Gutu Tragacantb, Bristles, Shoe Threads I-aoej.
Extra and XX.
Buck sport, July 5, 1869.
3w24
Genesee,
23
t'poo the foregoing petition, it is considered 1 y
and Varnish.
OF
the Commissioners, that the petitioners ara r
Extra and XX.
of every price and style.
Gloves,
Extra and XX.
sponsible and that they ought to be heard toucl
Ohio,
and
tbci
forth
in
their
set
I
the
matter
petition,
ing
Extra and XX.
Indiana,
fore order, that tho County Commissioners meet
Wisconsin, Extra and XX.
I Dennis Carter’s in Penobscot, on Tuesday the 01 ii
Just returned from Boston with a
and St. I»uis, XXX.
subscriber has fitted up a Lathe
Jay of September next, at 9 of the clock in th
■
NEW STOCK UF
at the Mill At Card’s Cove, where he will do
all of the atK-ve was car«f«My Selected and Is ground froi II forenoon, and thence proceed to view the roul e
__
af*<
r
said
in
mentioned
all kinds of
petition, immediately
Ut« beat quality of Wheat- Also,
which view, a bearing of tho pai to s an I witnev
th
in
°
a will be had at some convenient place
The subscriber hag just returned from
vicinity, and such other measures taken in th
direct from Norfolk. We U.». o» took » lwi» lot of
Boston with the largest stock of Jewelry
us the Commissioners shall judge propci
g
premises
ttglAjijS ever in Ellsworth. Also,
to order. STAIR POSTS, and all kinds of
Pork, 1-nrd, Cheese, Ueank. llolusw,
Selling at Reduced Prices,
And it is farther
Tea’s. Cofand
of all
Pins and Ear Drop* to match, from
Ordkuku—That the notice of tho time, plat *
$3 to $10
PROVISION’S, GROCEKIES, &c. Ac.
FANCY
TUKNINU.
31«
afor<
Goldstone
10
I and purpose of the Commissioners’ meeting
fee, Eiee, S-iler
All of which we shull (ell os
Coral
4 to 10
inte
to.
4o.
and
attention
all
to
Ac,,
corporations
pAid
sail,be given
persons
particular
Totaceo,
low prices.
3 to
10
Florentine
and every other thing usually kept in a store of
All orders left ut the store of Mossrs S. A If. A. Roman Mosiac
*•
oopiesof the petition nn I
3 to 10
AU of which we Will *ell a* low or lower \ j estedbyserviugattested
the kind.
this order thereon, upon the clerks of tno towns « f Pcttov, or with Geo. Cvjtninc.iiaw, promptly at- Gold Pins of all styles,
or
a
Uis friends and the public, are invited to examthan any other concern la JSlJaworlh,
JOSEPH POWER.
Ladies and Gents Sieve Buttons,
Penobscot, and by posting up atteste 1 tended to.
j Riuehill and
17 tf
Ladies Gold ‘-uard Chain,
ine this stook.
23 ly
low a* any in
Ellsworth, Juno 29, 1839.
copies as aforesaid in three public places in cue e
Gents Vest Chains, Gold and Silver.
tira
the
1:
at
before
towns
least
U*
thtrrfar?
promi
of
*aid
or
lu
W. Mil (or Cub
thirty day*
Z.
SMITH.
Gold
and
Watches.
Silver
1
8
for such
paying Customer*, will not b»ve 1*, e<iNirthNli
appointed for said view, and by publishing th
Ellsworth, Juno 22d, 185(1.
22tf
Also, Second hand Watches from $3 1-2 to $6, warare uot prompt, by way of large prwtits.
petition and order thereon, three weeks sueeessivi
ranted to keep good time.
A distribution of twenty flve per cent, havtag been orTry and convince vouraelvs.
ly in the Ellsworth Amejrican, a newspaper pul
and Jewelry repaired and war-Watches,
Clocks,
dered by the Supreme Judicial Conn on all bill* and
3
VKAEIK, LORD ft CJUUUAIULAKY.
! lished in Ellsworth, in the County of llanoock.tb
is prepared to Card Wool ami Weave
ranted.
21 tf
June 10. 1359
claims allowed by the Receiver* aguiunt said Bank—
rpHE suh*ortlM-r
til* worth, July 21 WS9.
Cloth, such aa Satinet!, Flarnal, (plain or twilled) 4-c.,
! first publication to be thirty days at least befoi
the
subscriber*
at
their
mill
in
By
Ellsworth,
Notice is hereby given, that said percentage will be
Persons wishing
at the Factory, at Sowivtville, Mt. Desert.
100 Cords White Birch, White Maple. Beech Hock Ma- paid to the holders of the Certificate* of claims, given by
the time of said view, that all persons and coi
icir Wool cirded into Rolls will kAve it at the
t*» have
ple, and Yellow Birch Stave Wood.
the undersigned on presonutiou of takl Certificates at our
porations interested may attend and bo beard f Bturt- of J. W. Wood, in Ellsworth.
M
*«
and
Pine
25
Spruce
office in Klilsworth.
they think fit.
»*
»*
J. 8 Lord, who may be f.mnd at the above store, pui
Prompt attention given to all business in his line and
Cedar,
SAMUEL WATERHOUSE. > Receive e.
8
and
Clerk.
kee|
'T’HE House lately occupied by N. K Sawyer Esq.
Attest, PARKER W. PERRY,
chases. Bark. Khinglea, Clapboard*, Ao., Ao
satisfaction guarantied.
Beach and White Birch for Bucket Hoops.
5
HATCH MACOMBKK,
oftb«
>
4
thereon,
order
and
SOMES.
to
constantly on hand and for sale^ihort Lumber and bull'
the
of
I8A\C
Apply
A truo copy
L B. ELMER A Co.
petition
AIO.O WI8WM.L.
lllsonrkBuk
Sm'Jl
fltf
ROBINSON 4 HARDEN.
)ug material*. Give h.n % ObU.
Ut. Desert, June 13
W. PERRY, Clerk.
June 13, l3o$.
PARKER
Ellsworth,
21 tf
Elk
20 f
.Tuoe 4, IS59.
Attest,
worth,
•* V.
July SI, ISW
(

door to C. O.

ISRAEL B. LUNT,

OF ALL WEI GATS.
—ALSO—
Seat

to the colU-ction Busimsi.
y Office < •» Slain Strict, cc-st
Peck'd.

j

French and American Calf Skins

Portland and Boston
EXPRESS.

MADOX,

an

—

CO.'S

W

G

35

1838.

Ellsworth, Sept. 30,

sides.
NEW YORK SOLE LEATHER,
CORDOVA, SLAUGHTER,
200

over

AND—

Lacing* and Belt-IIooks In
great varieties
Also—
Middle and Overweight,

12 Inches,

to

Main

Bank.
The business of the late Thomas Rubinwn remains with the undersigned, who will attend tail*
settlement at the above named office.

Rhode Island

New Yoife Premium

R UBBER

*r,

ar

Geo. N. Black’*
Stekt,
formerly occupied by the Hancock

Office
ptore, iu rooms
ox

BANGOR,

famous

A ! IVKIVK.1L

and

ELLSWORTH, A1E.,

a

BELTINGS!

LEATHER

.1

c. L. CRAM:.LOOMIS

received

In.

BELTINGS IN

Embracing

Bangor.

txi

Deputies,

Ai

EUGENE HALE.
COURSELLVii

consignment of the
LARGEST STOCK OF

undersigned

| 1
j MILL

26

beltings,

jur.i,

LACINGS, BELT-HOOKS. Ac.
rTMIE

in the County of Han «ek, dec-ms-d, by giving bond as
th* law dlrecs
h th r-f >r r- q -sis :ilI p rsi.ns who are
indebted to the de«—a-* P* estate to in:we imrn bate payment, and those who have any demands thereon to exhibit
th- satin- for setlb iio nt.
C. J. ABBOTr.

pendency

Ni;\Y GOODS.-**

*0-

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all con-i
r|MlK
*e> rued that ho has b en duly spp linted
and taken !
upon himself the trust of an Executor of the last will and

6 r A n : OF .Maine.

ether Pills, can place the ulmas
Chccseman’s Pill* doing *11 that they re

PERSONS indebted to the fubacrlber for Tax*#
18S5 aud 18W, arc requested to aettle them
or legal means will be taken toetifcre* their
■ayinctit.
U2T Payments may be made to the Selectmen or the
subscriber.
WALES E. PACKARD, Collector.
if "
ribwort!.,March ». 1859.

Freedom Notice.
j

Tax

to

Notice

Particular

cents per Bottle-!

hereby given that the subscriber has this
day given to his H-*r. Thomas S. J. Young, his time,
shall pay 11 debts of bis contracting uor claim any uf

I

tVATKRHOUSE,

S.

ROWELS, AND

COLIC.

only 25

SHERIFF,

ELLSWORTH ME

which if not speedily remUeve it the bkst and srnK»r K'Mkdt in thk woRt.i>, J
all cases of DYSENTERY AND DlAKIKKA IN ^ CHILDREN, whether it
We
arise* from teething of from * any other cause.
who has a child suffering
would »ay to every mother
from any of the foregoing m complaints—no not lkt
TOUR FRKJUDK’KS. NOR TIIK
OF
t'RKJl’DICKS
OTHERS,
stand between voar suffer 5 'nk cbihl and the
relief
w
th at will be SURE—yes,
ABSOLUTELY SURE—
to follow the use of tliiw
if
medicine, timely used.—
Full directions for usings will accompany etch bottle. N me genuine unless M the fac-simile of CURTIS
A PERKINS, New Y"rk, i*
on the outside wrapper.
Sold to Druggists through Wf out the world.
!
Cedar St., New York.
Principal office, No. 13

Price

If*

CALVIN P. JOV.
DEPUTY

OF CASES.
child fr*m pain, but Inbowels, corrects acidity,
to the whole system.
It

*.

!>"*>

QUORUM,

ISLAND, Mr.

LONG

pre*eriptinn of ona
ED and SKILLFUL NURhas been used with never

<

in the use of

in Dr.

ALBION K. 1’. LINT,
of the Peace and Quorum.

Justice

'i'll!:
til congivrs public notice t
Ellsworth in said County,
newspaper printed
..rr.......
the la-t publication, or servieo aforesaid, t<» be n
upon h.mself the trust of au Administrator of the g.>ods
and estate "f
least thirty days before the next term of tl»i
BENJAMIN I> G AY, late f Dixon,
Court to be hidden at Ellsworth, within and f•
in the State of Iilitn.:*, deceased, by giving bond as the law
the county c*t liancot k, on the fourth Tuesday o
1
directs
he
therefore requests all j* rsons who are indebt;
and
ther**
then
October next, that th**y may
aj>
ed to the said deceased'* estate to make immediate paypear and an-wer to said suit if they think fit.
ment. and those who have auy demands thereon to exhibit
Attest. PVKKEK \Y PEKKY. Clerk.
t.
C. J. ABBOTT.
the *an.t f..r setth u.
A true copv of the Writ and order of Court thereof
20
I Castinc, July 6, l3aJ.
26
Atte-t, PVKKEK W. PEKKY, Clerk.

TO MARRIED LADIES,
Dr. Chee*ema'.’s Pills are invaluable, as they will bring ot
the monthly period with regularity. Ladies whs have beet
confidence

is the

in

of nature

disappointed

This valuable preparation ^
of the most EXPKIUENO ^
SES in New England, and ^
FAILING SUCCESS in
4.
THOUSANDS 9
It not only relieves the qfl
vigorates the stomach and
and gives tone and energy £
will almost instantly relieve
GRIPING IN TIIK ^
WIND 5
and overcome convulsions, a
edied. end in death. We In: 9

J*

thereof he given t-> al
persons interested, by serving an attested copy ol
the writund this order there.>n uj on the said R
F. Ct-peland or by publishing the same tbre
that notice..f the

1

The combination of Ingre lient* .n these mu are the re
■alt of a long at*! extrusive practice. They arc mild in
their operation and certain In correcting all irregularities
Painful Menstruations, removing all obsruction*, whethei
from cold or otlierwi.se, headache, pair; in the side, palpi
tation of the heart, disturbed sleep, which arise from inter

this article for over ten
fikenok and Tarrii of it,
le to say "f any other inedFAILED IN A SINGLE
ri'RB, when timely us*d.
stance of di.*sati*factl »n by
the contrary, all are deand speak in terms of highmagical effects and medithis matter
what wi
perience, axd pi.bdge oca
MKXT OF WIIAT Wit It ERF
instance where the it.fant
exhaustion, relief will be
minutes after the syrup is

Court, Apri
Hancock, ss.
Term, 1859.
On the foregoing Suit it is ordered by thcCouri

j

IMPORT JXT TO FEMALES.

have put up and sold
year*, and cax sav, ix cox
what we have never been ab
ieine—NEVER II AS IT mi
INSTANCKTO EFFECT A M
Never did we know of an in *■
any one who used it. On
lighted with us operations,,
est commendations of its £
We speak in
cal virtues.
avow,” after ten year’s, ex
RKpt TATION FOR THK Ft Lflt.
In almost every ^
ue- lark.
is suffering from pain and ■■
found In fifteeu or twenty m
■■
administered.

—

STATE OF M AT X E.
Supremo Judicial

|

RELIEF AND HEALTH TO YOUR INFANTS.

We

CASH-

NOTICETO

VESSEL

OWNERS.

euhaertber infnnaa the pmMm Oat he has ee HjwI
and keep conataaOy Hr aele, Yah, Mali, eatm.
Timber and all the luateifc'fe for wflartng veeeete. flew*
B«wu, ou h ind t»r auk:. Abas nW pnie# rttaind at alter
notice. Aah Oava. y«nl neal tMnh'a abut
ISAAC M. GRAVY.
Elkwerth, Mar M IS it*.
«*. )»

I'HR

CLOSS^
bu.iftei. foi
Ira US.
•till eMNhrao, it orAtr n

rpHE
M

dwlh

3SSE&®?
JSSKbm

™

utr

MfH&ifl----1

:

ft"-*;.

Vf'fS;ii.

* <n

*3'

———————,

ON

CONSIGNMENT.

Sides Pure

Philadelphia

HARNESS

OAK

a

Oak

Wednesday

very

AND

\

HEMLOCK,

*

LEATHER,

from

1 to tl

Shoe
4l«>

An extensive

Tool',

gut

Wednesday

SKTXS,

lb?.

rai-lred

and

variety of

Findings.

1,000 fe,t >.f tWo Sa|«Tb

Mill
together with h

5o Most Market
22 2m

low

To

Square,Rangor.

Apply

2ltf

just

A. A. BRIMMER’S.

T .pit.

Ellswonh,

j

Sawyer Esq.

K

to

ROBINSON

White Carrot

Seed.

•f the

sale

WHITE CARROT SEED AM)
WOliTZEL BEET SEED .tu-t receivtf 10
MOSES II ALE.
by

ate

\

e

for Sale.

i:

fr t

j.

(j
,,

which

large

and

st-ick of

LOW

VESTINGS.

i
n
o

Clotliin0',
styles.
he

s

found

h

BUSINESS COATS.FROCKS AND SACKS

of all

styles and qualities.

Also

on

German

Also,

hand

a

handsome

as-

MtraEm
A

large

stock

7

White Shirt.®, Bosoms, Collars, Stock®, Cravat.®,
Scarfs, Pocket Handkerchief, Coder Shirts, drawer®, Hosiery, Suspenders, Black, White and Fani\m

other

uiuivr,

Styles

ciiiv,

LiMt

iuicaj,

uuu

FRANKLIN,

ourt

of

Probate held

at

Bluehill, within and

on

the first

Wednesday

I^ath Agent

RE.VONT,

Cent.

CHEAPER THAS OTHER COXCERX IS
TOH'X.
Htf.
S. PAKELFuRD i to.

c

:
a

J

AURORA,

!o

11

p
b

I

Lire,

on
(’has. McDonald at the Mutual
below the Ellsworth House.

<.r

next

long

oi
m

as

STOVES!

c

T

c
a

rigor.

I.

the Patent Office.

tf. 11

----

a

!j

yoUN'Vl MEN who are suffering from the ef
'-•is of self-abuse, can be surely and permanentrestored by using the

1

CONCENTRATED CURE

»

from them

early ami

an

favorable consideration

EDM I N D Bl RK K,”
Late Commissioner of Patents.
“Boston, February 8, 1863.
“Mr. R- H. Eddy has made for me THIRTEEN nppliitions, on all but ox* of which patents have been granted
id that one is now pending. Such unmistakable prool
great talent ami ability on his part leads me to recoin
icnd all inventors to apply to him to procure their pa■nts„ as they may be sure of having the most faithful atntion bestowed on their case*, and atwerv reasonable
larges.
JOMI TAGGART.”
From Sept. 17th, 1837, to June 17th. 1338, the subscri
i*r, in course of hi* large practice, made, on twice reject1 applications, SIXTEEN APPEALS, EVERY ONE <>1
hich was decided in his favo, by the Commissioner ot
ateuts.
If30
R. II. EDDY.

YQUA -V
a

nemeay oi

1

I T A. E

Priming

real ana certain rower.

CRUGER,

Address K.

74*2
1v 8

Medical

Agent,
York.
C\ G. PECK. Agent, Ellsworth.

Lowe's

Broadway,

FOR
4

I'*'

!

o

BARGAIN!
—

Saw Mills—Heal

|

Estate—Logs, <fe;

|

sale—to wit:

1

1.

The Mills, with all the appurtenances

*d privileges, known as the Woodard Mills and .ituated
the Five Saw I>am. so called, together with the mill
t< oD.logs in the river, lumber, he.

»
o

2.

The Bennett House and

1.

^

3. A lot of land on Water street, called
ordnn’s Point, including part of Bout Cove, with wharf,
r.i store*, three
dwelling houses, two stable* and carriage
•use on the same, subject to a mortgage.

on

!.

s n«

t,

Water

street.

A

lip No. 40, 1 mile square.
The above property will

c

lasers

and

on

39,

be sold in parcel to suit purthe most liberal term*.
of
the subscriber at Ellsworth
iuquire

Becomebr. Id. 18M.

AKNO W IS WELL.
48tf

18-59.1w«SP» 1859.
SIMMER STILES.

DAKWIX X. MOOK A Co.

E. I). SHA\V &C0.
Having just

f

returned from Boston,
iuvites the attention of their triends
and customers to their Xkw, Extexsivk Stock of

FROM ACTUAL SURVEYS AND INSTRUMENTAL
ADMEASUREMENT OF THE WHOLE
COUNTY.
•ver offered for sale in
Ellsworth, among which may be
the
solicitation of various citizens in different parts 1
••Uiid the Gruit Jtepublic, Hay Slate, Farmer, and Acadia
of the County, the undersigned hare undertaken the
t’ook. These Stoves have nut l>eeu equalled iu this mar- i
lifficult task of preparing a complete Map of every town,
ket fur economy aud durability.
mil thus cun fine the whol
in one map, in the same style i
The most varied and complete assortment in
Alan, the Uwwiw Valley. Woo I land, Granite State
•f Lincoln and Piscataquis Couuties, which we have re| he County, comprising the usual variety of
ictor and Boston
Hew AVorld, Globe, Air Tight. Boston
ently published.
ire** Caps, Mokuir Caps, and Head Dresses, »f all ra
Cooking Stoves, with and without elevated Ovens.
The work will be difficult and tedious, and
require a
ieties.
leavy expenditure for Surveys, Engravings. Ac., andcanlot be carded through and published except by
proper
encouragement in every town. The price will be so low
f all kinds. Infants’ Goods, Embroideries, Collar*, Sett
and A*easels’ Stoves of all stoes, together with an endless
hat almost every family can have one.
«
leeves, Bauds, Insertions and Edging*, Thread, Lisle
variety of Parlof, Office. Franklin, Cylinder, Box and Air
NO MORE TO BE MADE THAN ARE ACTUALLY
myrna and Cotton Edgings, Velvets, Dress Trimmings
Tight Stoves, ail of which I shaU sell for cash cheaper ORDERED, AND 0\LY O.YE
PRICE 7
ud Buttons, Veils, Laces, Hosiery, Gloves, G&untletts,
than everConstantly offhand’s large assortment of EnThe
will show the Roads, Streams, Ponds, Bays,
Map
ameled, Brftaniu, Japanned and Tin ware, Zine,6h««l Lead
ie., &c.
nd
the location of Houses, Mills, Stores, Churches, and
Lead Pipe, Stove Pipe, Chain, Cast Iron and Copper ; chool
llonset, and tho names of Residents.
Pumps, Fire Frames, Oven, A*> and Boiler mouths, and bans of Village* and engraved views of Public Separate
Buildings t 1 t the shortest possible notice.
and ail kind* of all article* usually (bund hi a stove eetab
u the margin.
IttUKtlL
Orders from neighboring towns attended to as usual,
LEE A MARSH, Publishers,
ith promptness and desimteh.
JOHS W. HILL.
liW Pear! Street, New York.
I March islL, ISaO.
If
10
i
June J* h, J'ii.
Utf.
EUsworUi, April 28 laj'J.

MJ LINE R Y

1

1

fancy"GOODS
MOURNING

GOODS

Bonnets Bleached

they

have taken the Store

!

<

BOSTON, and are now opening the largest and best selected
tock of Rich and Low 1 need, desirable, and New
Style Goods ever offered in this place- and with
0 ur
advantages in buying, we shall offer great inducements in our Dry Goods’ Department To those
\ ho favor us with a call.
Among which may be found the following

S

DRESS

OOODS,

r all grade* and style,, such as Challies, from 12 1-2 rents,
up -1000 yds Hamilton Delaines at 12 1-2 rents form.r
P
20 cents—Black Alpines, Bombazines, Silk and Wool, and Cotton and Wool
Ducalls, Valentins, All Wool IM
Cashmeres, De Chines, Balzorins, Saxony and Mohair Plaids and Stripes, 4-1 Rich French Prints Amerlmn
*"
lish and Amcranth Prints, of 250 different styles, French Muslins and Dawns, De
Bayes, Lama Cloths 1’od
P’
lins, Ac., with a great variety of new articles for traveling dresses, liich Stripe, Plaid and l ieured
“

o

i/*"1*’

French and American

|j iAIHMERE
BLACK
N' |'C call the attention ofSHAWLS,
purchasers of goods in this line,

Figured

PRICE LIST.
Printing Office No. 1. Printin* Office No. 3
Preaa S by t» inch**,
#3.'»Y Pre.a 1.' by 14 incite*, #K>.'
K
o.ui
fount*. A..-JB ly p«a,
I Kount.1.742 types,

Office

complete.

#10.00

Printing Office No. 2.
Pr**a. 1 bv Vi Inch**,
fount*. 3.4g| type*,
Ink Holler.
Can of luk,

Chase,

Marble Slab.
Quoins Mid Bearers,
Office

complete,

Address
144

:

Ink Holler.
( Mi of luk,

Chase.

V.rlil. Shh.
Quoin. Mid Bearer*.
Office

complete.

i
I

■
■
I
E
^
A

SILKS, AMD WMJHT COLLARS.
'To

Office

complete,

WaBhinfton Str#*of,

l

r

in;

*

m.

s

8“n.’mer

sk

,
Shawls,

Iab

*

J|

rij»
fir

I

a

al

I

lot of rich China Vases, China Match Safe, Nice China Tea Setts, 25 White
Granite Tea Setts, with every articl.
to match for making a complete Dining sett, with every article of common
ware. Knives, Forks Ac.

large

BOOTS
this

department

may be found every

AND

description

SHOES.

of Ladies and Gents’ Boots and Shoes
Buck,kin and French SP

UTS, Cl PS
large

lot of

new

AND

UMBRELLAS.

styles, Silk, Soft, glazed and thin Hat, and Caps and Umbrellas. 250 Parasols bought direct from
Manufacturers, and will be told at very low prices, much under value.

the

FLIii, MEAL, Ml PROVISIONS AMD IfflfflE,
description

of evety
in the above line called for.
new, and were bought at the Lowest Prices, and we are now
aem with the determination to close them out
at
as low as can be

J#-Our Goods

A

l

f

ide of

Boston,

are

and

mostly

immediately,

our

opening
bought this

prices

motto will be this season, SMALL PROFITS AND

QUICK SALES.

#’®.i

ROBINSON & HARDEN,

#-’•
I-1
I.

ELLSWORTH, APRIL 8, 1859.

I.'
)•'
1.

]1

SPRING ELASTIC BED3
S um m ox*.
MONTH. AND ALL EX- For
EMPLOYMENT.

#4".

LOWE PBESS COMPANY
t»,

„r

mil, CKOCMY 111 HISS Will

Prin*ine Office No/

Pre**. I.'hy U inches.
U.'W 4 Fount#. iLtw* ty pe*.
I.< n of Black Ink,
1"» Ink Holler.
Chase,
Art Marble Ink Table.
.30 Quoin* and Heaters,

#10.(10

#.*'.(**

1
1
1.'
1."

k.

re'l^Vf k*"1*’
Si S, ThS
i!|

imte\t

This wonderful invention »n« pnten:
(d in IV#! b' Mr |a>«r. »mrr whir
time man' valusbh- impto' enu-nt* lit' ■
or ex
been eflected upon it. tin pun
n*e ha' mg U-*-ii *p i*vd to make the
••*» what it la IimW uMUrn-.U rrgwjd
without a rival be CHEAP
edtnb.NESS. SIMPLICITY. DUHABILITY
AND EFFICIENCY 1
A duftngui.hmg feature of th»» !*rc.»
—and one iNWM-waed by no other— ta that
any |«*rt of
type may lie placed upon
the bed. and receive a pt rfart impres,n* »".n. it ia well
**
adapted to all kind, of
I •APrinting, and ha. no ..iprnor a* a 1*4er-Cimving Prea. It docs not easily r« out f order, and
a»v >>f t*-n year* can work the
largrit »ir« with uiu and at
ate f .Yjn
impression* an hour, which isabo if the a' rragr rate.
Per*ona living in country place* where there are no printing
ifAce. near w ill find one of thew preawra a profitable invest
nent, aa there i. a large profit on the printing of * Y»rirtart. Lut
nr**amrt I'lettiwj < itn/t, /till-Heart*. //««</'*/•*. 'r. \r.
Those who w i#h to learn a good trade. and r.l the same firm
>e laying up money
tiiowe who wish to complete their edu
-stion (for who so intelligent aa the printer
merchant, w h<
a ish to advertise tlieir bumiunt and ut the n.mr time keep thei
'lerk. busy
gcnticiaeu w lm find time hang horn u|»n tlo"
land. printers who wish a that, cheap, and r< liable job po
in fact, all who want to improve their condition, will Mu.
n valuable.
Printed direction*, giving all the paiticular. a* to workingth
:>rcaa, with information in rrrard to printing generally, »« tttr
;y pea. Ire., wilt accompany every Pie»«; and a ( ireula-. in |w>in
jhlet form, containing other information m regnr«| to the pre»»
rill lie .cut on .ripiiealion to any audit ** v r! .it charge.
All tlmwe who rniv.r our pre«te. w Ilh the hl-f. •ii.oiu wool!
*n roller can have Uicin r*, hanged lor thou witlt no t.il one.
a ith the other improvements.
ine duriee fwelv.
Our preavea ni ty te «-*ch mged .if anv
nontha. and other article* sold by n«. if n<»t sutiafiacc-ry, Iliaeturne 1 within thirty day#.
All kind* of printing material# fumUhcd to « rde» at mam.
•' Wood I n
facturer’a price*, feilcctroty ping. Sfeteoty pu.g.
'ravuig executed lower than at any otlur place in lliecouutiy

.33
.25
..V>
.VI
-YU

silk,

Brilliants.

Damasks. Napkins and Doylers, White Marseille*, Coquet Cloths, Italian Cravats
and Scarfs
Watch Spring Skirts,Elastic Belts,Cotton A French Linen A Marseilles
Bosoms, Hich A low nliced
Mitts, long ard short, from 12 1-2 cents to S.,25, Silk Cuffs, plain and embossedS«k.
Pa<*
Gloves,Lisle Ihreail Gauntlet Gloves, Mohair, Silk and Lace Veils, 3-4 4-4 anti 5.4 White H d
Blue Mixed, and Yellow Flannel, Stripe, Shirting.
Ticking. 4-4, 8-4 and 10-4 Bleached’and
Brown iheetmgs, with a large assortment of Cloths, Cassimercs,
Doeskins Ermanetts
and Cotton, and Cotton and Wool Fancies, for boy’s wear. Shirt*
Drawers A-

PORTABLE PRINTING PRESS

Ink Holler.
Ink Boa.
Can of Black Ink.
Iron n.aro.
Iduom* and Bearer*,

the inhabiformerly occupied by

ROB I N S 0 N,
n:liZeu\-T ^TURl?.ED, FfOM

—

in Town-

For juirticulars

that

—

ddisou Pool.

Also for sali>. Ticket Lot Xo.

respectfully inform

.

—

A dwtllin- h.iuso and lot on Court
known as the Bluisdell House, and now occupied by

#

The Subscribers
vicinity,

—

Wharf, so call-

e

D“W1N * M°°"’ * C°'

clshmrre, slrtS

II

,h?,AreCH?*

THK following valuable property, belonging to the Mer
lant’s Bank Portland, and situated in Ellsworth, is offeied

in connection with th»

order.

COFFINS

.....

ts of ELLSWORTH and

A Silver 31'-Ial

SALE

MADE

Bridge,
to

to our stock, which arc bought direct from
*
Factories, and can now show you 200 different styles cf Collars, horn 12 1-2 cents u
S3 00
Shawls, which we sell under a warrant, not to contain one thread of Cotton, at prices from
'.n
A Iso Black Silks, a large
variety, from 75 cents, to *1,50 per yd. Also Printed
Also, French F.mbossed Table Covers, 4-4 Silk Velvet for Capes, New Style Dusters Black and It

u

_

assortment of

I

Mince lor Mo.

T tiis Remedy is put up in small vials, and can be
si nt by mail to
any address. A trial will satisfy,
U seitfor a week and you will experience a great
*nefit. A circular containing lull particulars,
Si >nt (free) on
application. Price, per bottle $1.
fine bottle will last a month.
X. B. This remedy is suitable for either sex.

large

.Mi FIRM!

OR
u

a

^

|

secure

HAPPINESS i •
SECURED.
i;

*’

ELLSWORTH, APRIL 23.

Assignments,!

a

hand

on

OF ALL SIZES CONSTANTLY ON HAND.

practice of upwards of twenty
secure Patents
in the United
ates;
Rritain, France, and other foreign
•untries.
Caveats, Specifications, Ron Is,
id all Papers or Drawing f..r Patents, execuh-d on liber- I
terms, and with ihsjmtch. Researches made into
mcrican or foreigu works, to deteraiiue the validity or
tiiity of Patents or Inventions,—ami legal or other adce rendered in all matters
touching the same
Copies
the claims of any Patent furnished hy remitting One
•liar.
Assignments recorded at Washington.
This Agency is not only the largest in N*w England,
it through it inventors have advantages for securing
‘tents, of not immeasurably superior to any which cati
otT r-'d them elsewhere. Tlie Testimonials below given
•ove tint none is MORE
SUCCESSFUL AT THE PAKNT OFFICE than the eubscriiier; and a< SUCCESS
“THE REST PROOF OF A D\ A NT AGES AND ABILIV. he would add that he has abundant reason to believe
id can prove, that no oilier office of the kind are the
larges for professional services so numerate.
The imense jifactice of the subscriber during
twenty years past
is enabled him
to accumulate avast collection of sjwllcatloiis and official decisions relative to patents.—
tesc. liesides Ids extensive horary of legal ami mechani- I
.t work s, and full accounts of patents granted in the
ulted Suites and Europe, remler him able. beyond ques- I
■n. to offer .-ujierior facilities lor obtaining patents.
All necessity of a jeurniy to Washington, to produce a
‘tent, ami the m-ual great delay there are here saved !
yen tors.

t<

[EALTII AND

COUNTY OP HANCOCK, Me.

\T

HEADY

opposite Kilby st., Boston,

“I regard Mr. Eddy ns one of the most capable and sue
ssful practicioners with whom I have had official inter
CIIAS. MASON,” Commissioner of Patents.
••1 have no hesitation in assuring Inventors that they
moot employ a person more competent ami trustworthy
id more capable of putting their applications in a f nn

keep constantly

Turning

lr. S. Patent Officr, Washing
ACT OF 183/.}

lurse.

also manufacture and

dl the above articles will he sold at the very lowest pricas. Store at the West end of tho
Steam Mill,where all kinds of Cabimt work and
will be done

TESTIMONIALS.

All persons are hereby cationcdagainst
making
selling the above described shoe,as any infringe
on our
right will be prosecuted with the ut-

--

for
of

Map

J1

11

J. S. A W. OBER.

Carpets.

OF THE

ti

pairs without.

two

Ellsworth, April 6th, 1659.

Jl ST HKf’ErVKD a Large Assortment of
iVoolt-n, Oilcloth llcmp and Cotton Carpets.

HILL! ropographical

c

-Nt

m ust

Administrator’s Sale.

MVOl LD respectfully inform t' e d liens of Ellsworth and
*
vicinity that he may still be found at the late stand of
■111 It Young, whs re may be found thv largest assortment

T

CAUTION.

July 6, 1859.

11

a

t

RIGHT GRANTED THEM
sell, by calling at our Manufactory in Holmes'

it a

f

I
T

N. 11. A saviug of 100 per cent, is guaranteed
to all who purchase the COPPER TIPPED
S1IOE8, or in other words, one pair
with tips i- warranted to wear as

o

t

It

e

and Stair Bannisters.

an extensive
years, continues to

*

lilding,

TMIE subscriber will s*-ll at public auction, ol* Monday,
|
August 8th. 1859, at his office in Ellsw>-rth, atone
’clock
so much of the real estate owned
vi
by Dennis
luckier, late of KPsw« rib. i.i th<- c >uuty of llano **k. derased, including the reversion of d >wer,aswiU lie sufficient
o satisfy the
demand* against the estate and charges,—
aid estate consists n an undivi led half part of twenty-four
aid one-half acres of laud. situated in Hancock, ca’led the
Dice Course;—by license fr >m the Judge of Probate.
OKO. PAID HER. Administrator.
Ellsworth, July ft, 1859,
llm’H

one

VETER
*
also in Great

MARIAYILLE,

^l

Court of pr bate held at Bluehill, within and for the
County of Hancock, uu the first Wednesday o! July.
A, I). 1859
Outlie foregoing petition, OanEREP,—That the Petitiongive notice to all iarson* interested by causing a copy
f tho petition and order of court thereon, to Is* published
lire* weeks successively in the Kl Is worth American, that
hey may appear at a Probate Court to he held at Ellsforth, in said couuty on the first Wednesday of August
ext, at ten t’clock A. M and shew cause if any they
■are, why the prayer ol raid petit in should not l** grautd.
PARKER TI CK, Judge.
Attest:—A. A. Bartlert, Register.
L true copy of the petition auil order of court thereon.
25
Alt- -t —A. A B*kt; nr.

18

TNIiKR THE

G STa TE ST.,

CRANBERRY ISLES,

t*-

of

TON,

AMHERST,

CARPETS.

Bedsteads, Fence Posts, JYewel Posts

Ac.; carriage house j

by

MT. DESERT, ] t H. EDDY, Solicitor of Patents

[|

1

\\

iluehrll, consisting of an excellent House in the
'illage, (with a never failing well of water.) 34
iy 38 feet, two stories, all finished, an L 16 by 22
ne and a half stories, all
finished, Wood i*bcd

AMERICAN & FOREIGN PATENTS.

EDEN,

the lion. Parker Tuck, ,lmlg- f Probate, of Wills, 4-c.
within inrt fi
the Cuuntv of Hancock.
(
MBLV
t si
widws, I
( I ow of M li'iain F. Collin*, lat of Dot Isle in said
nr Honor to make
‘uuty do-ea*«al -he therefore prays
| >*r such an allowance out of the per* .ual estate of said
ceased,as by law. usage aiid h-r standing in *■ ciety.
In- may !>e considered entitled
And she would further
•present that the said declared died seized and possessed
f Pew No Id in the First Congregational Meeting House
itu&u-d at Northwest U:irl*>r, in said Deer Isle, which she
umblv pray* your Honor t > assign to lier agreeable to
iw.
And a» in duty bout id will ever prnv.
ELIZA A. COLLIN3,
Per F. P. Seufkoico, her Attorney.

,

thing be distinctly understood. Viz.
THAT THIS STOCK Ml'ST BE SO LI) Ol'T
—A.\n THAT W E
W1L SELL GOODS

COOKING

|

HANCOCK,

Administrator.

__

one

JOHN W.

LLSWORTH,

»

OUR CUSTOM DKPARTMFAT

Per

!

EASTBROOK,

On the foregoing petition, Orderep
'That th Petitiongive notice t> p *r« >n» interest-.*d by causing a copy
the petition and order of Court thereon, t in.* published
tree weeks successively in the
Ellsw.-rth American, that
iey may the np|»-Mr at a Probate Court fi be In-Id at
in said County, on the first Wednesday of
:i-»■•rth,
<
ugust next, at ten o’clock A. 31., and shew cause If any
L lev have, why the prayer of said je tition should not be
ranted.
PARKER TUCK, Judge.
Attest, A. A. Nartlktt. Register.
tru copy of the jieiition and order of Court tlien-on.
25
Attest, A. A Bartlett, Register.
^

workman-

cannot be excelled in the State, as we have one o
the must careful and scientific Cutters in the Coun
try, engaged to see that such work is rightly
done.

lO

F

*■

That

the County
of
Hancock,
July. A. D. 1859.

Together with a large assortment of
Saddler's and Embroidery Silks.
Sewing Silk. Dress Buttons aud Needles. Anas•ortment of Clockings, fur Lillies.
ar We aro also prepared to tnnke up CLOTH-

Let

and for the towns of

^

CLOTH

Of the latest Styles and Fashions from New York. Also Window Shades, Tassels, Curtain Fixtures. Hair Cloth
and
Damask for Covering Lounges, &e. Doors, Sash. Glass, Looking Glass Plates, Putty, Wooden
Ware, Children'*
and
Jute
Floor
Bed
Clothes
Cabs,
Mats,
Lords,
Wagons,
Lines, Clothes Pins, Feathers of various Qualities, See.

K>

and a half
tones with • goad ecMar; Tan-yard with 3« rats
rith a large liark-ilouse. and all the tools for
arrying on the business. Also a small dwelling
ousc on the lot,
not in very good repair, with
bout J’an acre of land, with some good
apple trees
n the same.
A farm of about 40 acres, 3 j of
hich is good tillage, and ten acres of second
l rowth wood within half a mile of the Village.—
wood lot of 95 acres about 2 miles from the
;
'illage, with about 000 cords on the same.—
erms reasonable.
A. A. FISK.
Uluehill, May 18c9.
3m 14.

1C tipped shoes.

the said Administratrix give
tics to all persons inteie-ted. by causing a copy
this order to be published three weeks sticcesve'v in the Ellsworth American, printed at Ellsorth, that they may appear at a Probate Court
be held at Ellsworth, in said County, on the
*t Wednesday of August next,at ten ot the chick
reuoon. and shew
cause if any they have, why
ie same should not he allowed.
PARK EH TI CK, Judge.
true copy—Attest,
A. A. BARTLETT, Register.

a

tauuuf

G L O AES.

most

!

Court of Probate held at Bluebill, within and;
AND OTIS.
for the County of liaucock on the first Wednes-•
Traders in any of the above named towns can
day of July, iu the year of our Lord eighteen 1
^ supplied with a superior article of
hundred and fifty-nine.
Eliza A. Collins, Administratrix of the estate
COPPOk tipped SHOES
William E. Collins, late of Deer Isle, in said
•unty, deceased, having presented her account of
AND HAVE THE
Iministration upon said deceased’s estate for pro-

il at h; may he licensed to sell the same.
R. N. ELLIS,

of

ING to order, in the neatest and
like mannner.

to

a

—

tf

by

:i;

of

Furnishing Goods,
«jy

t

April

supply of fruit trees
IITCIIET/S PATENT "UF.TA T.. ! .'1good25;
.Store on same 2»>

t»>

Parker Tuck, Esq.. Judge of Probate for the County o f
Hancock.
AdminNtrator of the estate of Nathan
)
I 1 W. ELI.IS.
Ellis, late of IliuehUl. represent* that F. S Stevens
^ is offered him one hundred dollars for a piece of land henging to said estate,described as follows: beginning at
e northwest corner "f the western tiarn of
said estate;
ience by the road al»out lour rod*, to land set off to thidow as dow.-r
thence southerly by said h>w-r to land
the heirs of 1. T. Ilolt
thence westerly to land of said
•irs
thence westerly to first bounds it i»eing necessary
t.
sell said land for payment of debts. Therefore he prat s

sortment of

MT§

right

large

ALSO A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF

subscriber wishing to go west offers for
1MIK
sak* his very desirable proj»erty situated ir

MAKE AND SEM,
X

ite

Sritl.NG AND SUMMER

French,

have the

undersigned

DANIEL CLOrGII.
25

July 6, 1S59.

Ordered.

consisting »f Silks,'Grenadines, Cashmeres and Velvets, of
all styles aud colors. Together with a complete assortmeat of
;

made from various qualities of English,
aud American Broadcloths.

E CON Oil!

j

of all colors and qualities, and of the latest importations
»nd m-at fashionable st les.
Also au extensive assort-:0
c'
mem of

Among which may

he

OIL.

farm store and wood lot for sale.

ta

ENGLISH, FRENCH AND GERMAN
CLOTHS,

fashionable

q^

just

; ment

Collector's Books.
For sale by M, HALE.

KRsworth

EC0X01T!

ImRS
Jltlffli

Highway Surveyor’s Books.
1 Fax

1*59.

■

in order to close out the stock.

of the most

Ellsworth, Nov.

Court of r .bate held at Kllsw ,rth within and for the !
County of liancock on the third Wednesday of June, in
the year of our \* rd eighteen hundred and fifty-nine,
^ f ARY W C L»>"‘ELL. Administratrix of the estate i
II of Charles Lowell. late of Ellsworth, fti said county.
c.*as* d. having presented hor account of Administration
*>n said deceased's estate for pn»bat*
Ord*rtd—That the s»kl Adimi istratr x give trKire to all
rsons interested, bvc.iusing a copy "f this otdhe puiv
hed three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American,
inteu at Ellsworth, that they may appear at a Profmte
•art to he held at Ellsworth, in said
runty, on the first
v ednesday of August next, at ten of the dock in tfie fore"ii, and shew cause, if any they have, why tliesaid
strument should not be proved, approved and allowed as
e last will and testament of said deceased.
PARKER TI CK, Judge.
^ true copy—Attest
A A BARTLETT, Register.

will be sold

VERY

*

Fancy Air Tight stoves, with and
parl« r loves of every discription.
I have constantly on hand Cistern and Chain
Pumps,
ead Pipe, Sheet Lead, oven, ash aVid boiler
mouths, Japii
Rare, Britania Ware, and a large assortment of Tin
fare cf every description.
All kinds if work done to
"(k-r iu the ML.* manner.
JOHN 9. PF ARSON, Agt.
Next door below 9. h FI A. Hutton.
V.9—All having unsettled accounts with roe, please
'tilt immediately.

announces to bis £L_u
friends and the public,
that he has taken a new lease of
he above named and well known establishment, 1
vhich is in the most thorough order and repair,the
nost centrally and
conveniently located house for
he transient traveller, ef any in the city, where!
le will take pleasure in
attending to the comfort
if his guests, on the most satisfactory terms.
I
Patrons of the house will be furnished with
oaching to and from the steamboats and railrovds
FREE of eharge.
t f. 11
Jtuugor, April 1. 1850.

MTUK

ami

The Subscribers have

received a new and
assortof the following articles: Sofas, Lounges, Extension, Center and Card Tables, Stuffed
Chairs,
Fancy Chamber Setts, Cane Seat and "Wood Seat and Rocking Chairs, &c., &c. Also a large assortI ment of Wool, Hemp, Cotton and

Subscriber

numerous

j-

Tin subset il»
her* by give* public notice to all concern
t* at he has been duly appointed and has taken
upon
nisei f the trust of Executor of the last will and testaent of
POLLY T. CLOT GII, late of Bln. hill,
the county ■>! Hancock, deceased.
by giving bond as the
w directs
he tbereft re requests all fiersons who are in■bted to ih> deceased's estate, to make immediate
payf. ar.d those who have any demands thereon to exhibit
e same for settlement.

BlO'-hill.
»

JTST HECEIfEI
a new

:iyment. and those who have any demands thenvn,
dnbit the same for settlement.
GEORGF L. 1I08MKR.
Doer Isle. July 6, 1859.
25

BT NATHAN PERRT, Jr.

cook-stovo«,

as

I.

5MBSCBI11FBS have on band a l"t of Concord
and Buggy style* i>f \\ agons, manufactured at their ;
*hf,P. in Elkworth, and invite all p<-rsons wishing to purchase, to eail uid examln** their stuck. They would also
Inform the inhaWstauta of Ellsworth and vicinity, that they
have tn their employ an experienced Carriage Painter, anil
are prepared to paint Carriages of all kiuds in a
w..rkmanlike icuninT. Team and Porter Wagons made and
repaired ou reasonable terms.
CLAUK A KEXI8T0X.
Ellsworth, Mat C. ISM.
15tf

Boston,

j

The subscriber hereby gives public no' ije to all concernh that he ha- been il.ily appointed ami has taken upon
1 iinseif the trust of Executor of the last will and testai: icut of
J"X A Til \\ PRES9EY, late or IV,T l*|e,
i the comity of Hancock, deceas.-d, by giving bond as
iv law directs
he then-fore requests all )*.-rsons who are

1

acti

I
with Plain
i v ogether
itlmut ovens, ami
I

RE-LEASED^

HATCH HOUSE

Gem, Clinton Improved, Bay'
''
Stale Farmer. Farmer, Penobscot Air
Tight, Californian, dfc.,

25

1 those who have any demands there1 syment.
ii, to exhibit the same far settlement.
JOSEPH BOWDEN, Jr.,
ELHEAT1I L. HEATH.
Penobscot, July 7. 1959.
25

C. G. Peck, Ellsworth, Druggist;
Means, Surry..Merchant: Emerson A Powers, Orluud, do.: J. II. Fnuier,
V. M., Otis.
6.
May 1850.
3y4

from

9

The subscribers hereby gives
public notice to all
once rued. that they have been
appointed and ta>
tn
upon themselves the trust ot Administrators of
lie Estate of

an

and

Leviathan,”

excels everything ever brought into the state. It
very large elevated oven, wholly of cast-iron, which
lives the trouble and
expense of re-lining every little
bile, as other stoves usually require to be done. It has
" improvement over all other stoves, a
grate under the
vn for wanning ami
keeping hot, various things, which
very housekeefter knows is so essential.
This stove is
of the sm-M.thest and best castings of any now nianfactuml.
Call and see ii it is not the best stove ever of■rred to the public.
Also, on hand a good Assortment of other
a* a

| "rysfal Lake,

WILLARD DEVEItEtX.
1859.

J

|

1

relieve pain in body and
limbs almost instantaneously. Ii not only cures but is
preventive to contagious diseases, and should be kept for
inese urops wi:i rtmoif
.mcimiug uIhmi me sick.
oU soreness in the flesh from bruises or exposure.
FOB SALK BY K. II. Parker. Buck spurt: Druggist;

rIF

County of Hancock,

JOSEPH BOWDEN,
j«
it*-if Penobscot, io the
County of Hancock, Too*, °
ian,.deceased,by giving bond ns the law direct.-;
l ey therefore request all j*cr«i*n* who arc indebted
t lie sail deceased’s estate, to make immediate

DR. CSGOOD’S XEl’lD tPATllir DROPS,
‘*.Vo Relief. So Pay."
TirARRAXTED to cure Throat Distemper, Srarl arul

"Wagons

•

of Castino, in the

Castinc, July 7,

THE subscriber has returned to Ellsworth, and
fitted up a shop in hi* old building, (up stair*)
where he will be happy to soo old customers «>r
n^w ones.
He hope? by strict attention to his
business, and by untiring effort? to satisfy the
reasonable demands of customer?, to merit, and to
receive a liberal shate of patrouage.
-Mr. C. will pay particular attention t«> sham
pooing, cutting and dressing children s hair Ac.
Ladies by leaving orders with him may have their
heads shampooed and hair dressed at their homes.
MO.-L.-s CAKXKY.
Ellsworth, Dec. 15th, 18,»8.
47

Rheumatic Fevers,

of

yeoman,
leccased. by giving bond as the law directs: he
here fore requests nil persons wlu» are indebted to
l.o deceased's e-tuto. to make immediate
payment,
nd these who have any demands
thereon, to exnbit the same for settlement.

nsr t: w
BABBER SHOP 1

??

estate

Ellsworth, May

•Rich
|

JOSEPH WILSON,

BELUIlM
ffALBS
"LF MANUEL
ed and for

“The

The subscriber hereby gives
public notice to all |
Concerned, that he has been duly appointed and
Mistaken upon himself the trust "of Administrator

HARDEN.

k

cllEsT

JEWELLRY.

A R R I V A 1.

Stand.

RP.R4l.IMm.

rf‘lIE House lately occupied by N.
1

good

nKZKivlAli
■

my Old

at

S

AND

Boltin**,
Kxtrcnrly

WAT

—

>

full tr. .»h assortment «>f
ROOT.- A SHOES, Ac., Ac.

For sale

ACOltDEOXS
repaired.

The Pond Estate far Sale !

<

bbLK AND DEATIIhK

Hl

S M 1 T H
having plate

French and American

OAT-F

ELECTROGILDING
SILVERING.

full stock of

SOLE k UPPER

NOTICE!.

of .1 uly, A, D. 1859.
Portland Kerosene Oil Company 196.
Petition of Rufus Puck, Guardian of
FORE STREET. PORTLAND Me.
Augusta Gross, minor, and child of John Gross
AND
.ire eroding Work. »t
Jr., late of Bucksport, 1n said County deceased,to
Cape EMi.Wth. for mamrfaetnrgrant to the «aid Guardian, license to sell cer- M>g Korurino Oil,, aial win be ready to — ipplv the trade of
tain real estate of said deceased, in which said mi- Maine, early hi August next.
Parties fn this State wishing now to
engage irgulnrly
nor i< interested, situated in said Pucks
In the trade, will he supplied by u-with Oil* from
port.
the
AT
ORDERED, That the said petitioner give Boston Kerosene Oil Company
to
all
notice thereof
persons interested bv ouu.*ATTHF1R BOSTON PRICES,
it g a copy of this order to be published three
luiti! w. are ready to deliver our own Manufacture.
weeks siicc* *ive|v m the Ell-worth American
9. ft
/IILBRJCK,
Ali articles
printed in Ellsworth, that they may appear
worn off can I
at a Probate Court to be
holden at Ellsworth, in
P,rttaad,M«y *
of|
replateci and made as
as new.
•aid county on the 1st
in August next,
Alto
at ten of the clock A. M. and shew
and other musi-1
Cause, if any
cal instruments
they have, whv the prayer of raid petition should
I MI 19 rotate, comprising 2.'»0 acres of
not be granted.
Tillage. Oraahig
Ellsworth, Jan. 14, 1859.
and n ood Land, will be sold at a
I
tf51
bargain, either en- 1
PARKER TI CK, Jnd-e.
ire or divided Into lots, to suit
purchasers. The House,
A true copy—Atte*t(
vith surrounding ground*
consisting of four acre* will be
A. A. BARTLETT.
'old
together.
RegisUr
No resilience in Ell worth i* more
beautifully located
\r
Court of Probate holden at Bluehill, within and for rhere are many valuable and sightly bouse lot* on the e«■ate
also good fanning land.
the County of Hancock, on the tir-t We.li,, sdav ,.f
For particular* inquin' ..f Ha. F. F. 9ANUFR. Bang,.r
July. K. li iS.'rt*.
l> BY VHP. administrator ..f the estate- >r A. F. HRINKAA ATKIt, K.-q. Ellsworth.
Kl is worth, June lf«, ]$(&.
of Stephen Allen, late of Sedgwic*. in said
2m2l
eotuity
! rased, having
presented In- account of administration
n sail! ilm'a»fj‘< o-talc for
probate
Ordered— That the -aid \dniimstratnr giro notice thereof
;t> all person* interested,
by causing u copy of this«>r*lcr to
OF THE
a’ published three weeks
successively in the Ellsworth
A new slock
received at
\nn-ricnn, printed in Ellsworth, that they may appear
l,r*4*a(i t'ourt. to b*-hoklen at Ellsworth, *>11 the first
It eduesd.iy of
August next, atteu of the clock in the foreKH n. and shew cause, if
any they hare, why the same
ihoulj not be allowed.
I have Just received direct from the
manufactory, a new
Main Street
PARKER TUCK, Judge.
!| v-patented cook-stove, caUed
\ true copy—Attest:
3w'&
A. A BARTLETT, Register.
26. 1859.
18tf.

per lb.

cts.

probate holden At Bltiehlll, within
County of Hancock on the third

On the

LEATHER,

which will be sold at M
Addition* received weakly.
Also

At A court of
nnd far the

(

j ( 5»eJW

'Sr

MARRIAGE GUIDE—YOUNG’S GREAT PHYSIO 1
isOGACAL WORK, being a Private Instructor ft>r Mar |
led persona. >r those atmut to marry, both male and fe*
D«Ue.
In everything concerning the physiolgy and rela
ions of our sexual svstein, and the production or preven
ion of offspring, including all the new discoveries never
>efnre given in the Kugiish language, hy WM. YOUNG,
ff. D. Thu it really a valuable and interesting work. It
.<« writen in plain
language fur the general reader, and is
Uustrated with engravings.
AH Young married jteople, J
•r those contemplating marriage, and having the leaat im- 1
jediment to married life, should read this book.
It dis•loses aecrets that every one *ho«ld be acquainted with—
Rill it is a book that must be locked up, and not lie about
he house. It will be sent to any one uu the receipt of
wentv-five cents. Addreas DR. WM. YOUNG, No. 416
ftClUfS fiucvt, above fourth, HiiLulclphia.
Ijib J

j

PESSES PAID —AN AGENT ia wantNever Sleep on Feathers in hot Weather.
d in every town and county in the I'uited Slates,
The undersigned would re#i»ectfully announce tu the peo■> engage in a respectable and easy business,
by ple of Hancock County, that they have purchased the
rhioh the above profits may U certainly realised, exclu«ive right to make and sell Elliot's improved spring
'or further particulars, addrts* L>r. J. IIENRY Bed Bottoms, for this County,and can afford them cheaper
VARNER, corner of Brooms and Mercer Street, than ever before. They are light, dumb I-, and can be
attached to any bedstead.
] t'ew York City, enclosing one postage stamp.
Specimens can he seen at the shop nfOco. CrsxBa.
Cmo. 2.
HAM, Ellsworth, where all older* will he Riled.
OEO. CVNMl.SGllAM. * Co.
Ellswotti, May 3D, ISM.
]gtf.

|

■

PAPER
HANGINGS.

Window Shades

2000 ROLLS

CURTAIN PAPER

few

Style Paper Hangings

iiom New York and
M. HALE.
U

Boston, and for sale very low by

—AND—

A

new

lot, ju«t rcoeired bv
M.

HALE.

INTKW BOOKSThe Pillar afFtrr

or

ISRAEL IN BONDAGE
by the author of the
Prlnee of the Houae of David.
rilE LADY OFT11E ISLE.
by Mra. E. D. E. N. Southworth.
rBVE TO THE LIST,
I
OR ALONE ON THE WIDE WIDE SEA
»
{ by A. S. Roe.

!

FANKWEI;
TUB SAX JACINTO IN THE
SEAS OF INDIA, CHINA AND
JAPAN.
SPURGEONS SERMONS, 5th Serial.
Juat received, aud for aale, by
U
M. HALE
OR

I

